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Board of Trustees discusses funds, faculty, and future
By Matthew W. Lindley
Associate News Editor
A seven and two-tenths percent
increase in tuition was approved
by the Board of Trustees on FriFri
day, March 18. The increase in
tuition, room, and board will total
$352 per year, per student. This
was one of the more significant
developments in the semi-annual
bud
meeting of the trustees. The budget, staff and physical properties
of the college were also discussed.
· College President Frank Brock
made his annual presentation to
the students in a recent chapel that
was highlighted by this tuition hike.
Brock explained that increased
operating costs were due to the
expanding staff and a desire to

raise the level of pay for current ·
faculty and staff members.
Brock stressed the college's
college’s dede
sire to make Covenant affordable,
and that it strives to maximize the
quality of education and student
services provided by minimizing
the administrative costs. Brock
noted that over the past six years
the college has had exceptional
success in this regard. The amount
of money going into academic and
student affairs has increased by 10
percent as a result of making other
offices function more efficiently.
The biggest problem facing
Covenant financially lies in the
increasing amount of spending in
pro
support of the financial aid program. The college currently uses
26.7% of its budget on financial

Trustees Ken Avis (Germantown, TN) and Dwight Allen (Winston, GA).

aid as opposed to 16.4% just six rent percentage of the budget.
Returning students-will
students will be given
years ago. Brock announced that
priority
over
new students in the
in coming years, spending for fi
financial aid will freeze at its cur- money allocated, said Brock. All
current students will have their
financial needs completely cov
covered, half by loans and half by
grants. The remaining money will
be used for new students.

Brock expressed concern over
the amount of loans that students
are currently taking. He believes
that this hurts the individual by
forcing them to take a high paying
job rather than choosing an occuoccu
pation on the basis of calling. He
also believes that it hurts contribu
contributions to the college, as people leave
feeling bitter towards the college
because they are in heavy debt.
Brock has proposed a "new
“new
scheme” for loans that involves
scheme"
using money from donors
dunors to cover
the amount of money that students
would normally take in loans. The
student would then pledge to pay
back the sum given by donors as a
gift to Covenant
Covena_nt college.
Brock noted that the good thing
about this program would be that
in
students would not be paying interest in addition to the amount of
the loan. The program would also
rely on donor money for a limited
See Trustees, Page 3

Worland leaves ARA
By Mark D. Mountan
News Editor

A side perspective on the new Science Building. See more details and sketches on Page 3.

Board gives go-ahead on chaplain
By Wylly H. Collins
W riter
Guest Writer
Once again the outcome of the
chaplain job description has been
placed in the hands of Covenant's
Covenant’s
Student Senate and AdministraAdministra
tion.
Last Thursday, the Academic
and Student Life Committees,
which are composed of members
of the Board of Trustees, met in
Brock’s office to disdis
President Brock's
cuss the proposed chaplain job
description.
The Student Senate and Student
Development had prepared the job
meet
description after a year of meetings, open forums, and surveys.
The position description strove to
sentim ents of
include the sentiments

Covenant’s student body, faculty,
Covenant's
and staff.
During the meeting, Joel Belz,
Af
Chairman of the Academic Af“the
fairs Committee, moved that "the
lead
Administration and student leaddocu
ers continue developing the document by adding specific details
chaplain’s task in
concerning the chaplain's
coun
leadership (and) his task in counseling."
seling.”
Belz also recommended that it
should be decided whether the
account
chaplain is going to be accountable to the Dean of Students or the
Dean of Faculty. ·
Board Member Charles James
moved that the job description not
chaplain’s denominadenomina
specify the chaplain's
tional affiliation (though he must
be theologically reformed), or

whether he be a ruling or teaching
elder (though he must be one
oneofthe
of the
two).
The following morning, the
Board of Trustees unanimously
approved both Belz and James’
James'
re
motions, leaving the necessary revisions of the job description to
the Student Senate and the Ad
Administration.
After concentrating efforts on a
community wide dialogue discuss
discussing the chaplain issue, the Student
Senate and Administration must
address the points raised by the
Board, and incorporate responses
in the job description.
It is expected that a revised job
description
descri
tion will be presented to
the Board of Trustees at their meet
meeting this fall.

Nancy Worland, six year vet
veteran of Covenant’s
Covenant's ARA Food
Service contract, has left the
college’s
college's kitchen.
Mrs. Worland has assumed the
title of Assistant Director of Food
Service at the Roper Manufactur
Manufacturing Plant in Lafayette, Georgia.
She expects to do the same type of
work that she did at Covenant.
Worland commented that one
benefit to the new job is that she
will have weekends off giving her
atand her husband more time to at
tend church regularly.
Mr. and Mrs. Worland have lived
in the area for seven years, and
they are excited at the prospect of
having more free time.
"We
don't have children yet,
“We don’t
and that’s
that's one thing that we want
to do. Hopefully the new job will
give us the time to raise a family."
family.”
ofleaving
CovThe thought of
leaving the Cov
enant community is sad for Mrs.
Worland. "Covenant
spiritu“Covenant has spiritu
ally moved me; faculty, staff, and

W orland (ph
oto by A
llison).
Worland
(photo
Allison).

students. I’ve really enjoyed work
students.I'vereallyenjoyedworking here.”
here,"
One
student asked Mrs. Worland
OnestudentaskedMrs.
if the constant stress and com
complaining from the students had
anything to do with her decision to
leave. "The
“The stress is the farthest
thing from my mind and I’ve
I've en
enjoyed working with the students.
The
complaining isn’tall that bad,”
Thecomplainingisn'tall
bad,"
she said.
ARA will fill Mrs. Worland’s
Worland's
position im
mediately. The
i,osition
immediately.
kitchen’s
kitchen's busiest time of the year
has begun, with the recent Board
of Trustee’s
Trustee's meeting and the up
upcoming summer conferences.
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In the defense of the intellectual faith
The reader should take note of Mr.
Vasta's response (below) to Greg Baus'
Vasta’s
Baus’
article of Februrary 11. Whereas I do not
agree with Mr. Vasta'
Vasta’ss reasoning, nor do I
think he properly interpreted Mr. Baus'
Baus’
article, I do find the response to be very
interesting.
Baus'
Baus’ article originally appeared at the
bott_
om of the Religion/Philosophy secbottom
sec
tion. (I'm
(I’m delighted that someone noticed
it!) He brought to light the fact that CovCov
enant is at the forty year watershed, i.e. the
decisions we make now will affect the next
forty years. He then ·suggested
suggested that there
was a lot of pseudo-spirituality on campus,
not grounded in "what
“what we know"
know” is true,
i.e. the Scriptures.
In Vasta’s
Vasta's response to this article, he
zealously rushes to the defense of an "un“un
educated"
educated” faith. He decries efforts to pin
faith to knowledge, "the
“the brain,"
brain,” and asas
sumes that this was the position taken by
Mr. Baus. He accuses Baus, in effect, of
forsaking his heart for his brain within the
context of his faith, and demanding everyevery
one else do the same.
What interests me is how Vasta jumped
to the conclusion that Baus was advocating
a "heart-less"
“heart-less” faith, simply because he adad
vocated a more educated approach to life.
Also, why did Vasta feel the need to defend
an emotion-filled, heart-felt faith?
I don't
don’t mean to disparage Mr. Vasta in
public. In fact, the only reason I discuss his
opinions here is because I know he is not
alone in holding them. There is a subtle
tension on this campus over the topic of
"spirituality."
“spirituality.” Some approach the throne
of grace more emotionally, overwhelmed
like
that the Lord could love someone Hke
them. Others more intellectually, awed by

the wisdom of God and drawn irresistably
to the Truth. In my opinion, both are very
valid approaches, and each needs some of
the other approach to have a healthy faith.
However, problems arise out of these difdif
ferences on this campus, particularly in
purregard to opinions about Covenant's
Covenant’s pur
pose.
Mr. Baus and I have publicly advocated
a more academic atmosphere on this camcam
pus. Though we disagree on many things,
on this we agree: Covenant is a school, and
the primary purpose of this institution
should be academic. Of course, being a
Christian school, we have a very unique
and far superior approach to education, but
the purpose is still academic all ~e
the same.
The next thing we know, however, we
are lumped in with the Puritans under the
grossstereotypeofStoicChristianity.
gross stereotype of Stoic Christianity. We're
We’re
"Mr.
“Mr. Spock,"
Spock,” devoid of emotion and dede
manding everyone throw away their hearts
and have a boring, brainy faith.
I sense, from the tone of Mr. Vasta's
Vasta’s
letter, that he feels the campus is threatened
by many who advocate brain-faith over
heart-faith. Though I do not know of any
who hold to this view, perhaps they exist. I
cannot defend them, and indeed they should
not be defended because they are wrong.
However, I can defend myself and Mr.
Baus, who I feel is kindred spirit with me
on this issue. We have emotional, living,
and humbling relationships with the Lord.
We just want to learn more, and think that
everyone else in college should want to as
well.
ex
Just as Mr. Vasta argued against an extreme idea, I will argue against the other
extreme(aslbelieveitdoesexist).
extreme (as I believe it does exist). Thereis
There is
an anti-intellectualism on campus, and

many of the "emotion-heavy
“emotion-heavy faith"
faith” group
participate in it. It's
It’s the idea that we are
Christians and "the
“the wisdom of God is foolfool
ishness to men,"
men,” eliminating the need to be
relevant to the secular world. Paul called
himself a "fool,"
“fool,” so why shouldn't
shouldn’t we, and
wear the title like a badge of honor?
This mentality gives leave to many ideas
about education, which I consider to be
false. College is not just a school, but a
place where you "grow,"
“grow,” and more attenatten
tion needs to be focused on the non-aca
non-academic spiritual development of the stustu
dent. Take Christian doctrine, for example.
Why study it? Hasn't
Hasn’t the church been fragfrag
mented too much already by a million
doctrinal systems? Why not move towards
are more unified church and forget docdoc
trine altogether?
Besides the fact that these people ignore
the verse "study
“study to show thyself approved"
approved”
(Il
(II Timothy 2:15, KJV), they often do not
see the real profit in expanding their minds
on other subjects either.
I'm
I’m not saying that Mr. Vasta believes
this, for I don't
don’t claim to know his position
on the purpose of the college. However, the
defensiveness of his letter is typical of
those who hold that Covenant is more a
"place
“place of spiritual growth"
growth” than an acaaca
demic institution. These people fear those
who push for a more academic atmosphere
on campus. They fear that we will turn
Covenant into an elitist, godless instituinstitu
tion, when all we really advocate is hard
work and a more serious approach to study
and intellectual matters.
~
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‘heart-less’ faith
Spock, Baus, and the 'heart-less'
heaven?’ If we are to take
is the substance of things hoped for, the the kingdom of heaven?'
aforemen
the definition espoused in the aforemenseen.”
evidence of things not seen."
Jesus’ correct answer
If we are to use this definition then how tioned article, then Jesus'
“trusting what you 'know
‘know would have been to point at on of the
can faith be "trusting
about,”’ as is stated in the aforementioned nearby Pharisees or Sadducees, as they
about,"'
article. This verse clearly shows that faith were the most educated in the realm! This
Jesus’ answer, however. He pulled
is the bridge from the mind to the heart. was not Jesus'
a
small
child to him and said here is the
‘know about'
about’ something he is
How can one 'know
greatest
in the kingdom.
‘not seen'?
seen’?
hoping for or something that is 'not
The
article
also implies that justification
This definition of faith obviously breaks
is
also
dependent
on knowledge alone.
down under scrutiny.
10:10
“For it is with
10 "For
If faith is trusting what you 'know,'
‘know,’ then According to Romans 10:
Iffaith
justified"
it seems to me one also must say that this your heart you believe and are justified”
(NTV). The "heart"
“heart” here refers to both
knowledge is a necessary condition for (NIV).
faith. In other words, those who do not knowledge and the seat of emotions, both
justifiLet’s types of reactions are necessary for justifi
know much, do not have much faith. Let's
cation
to
occur.
put this in realistic terms. A first grade
None of this is to downplay the imporimpor
child probably does not know as much
just
tance
of
knowledge,
or
academia,
but
about the Word of God as one of the Bible
some
a
call
for
balance.
The
notion
that
someprofessors here at Covenant. Does that
mean that the child necessarily has less how all that comprises a human is a brain,
subservi
faith than the professor? Not really, for . and everything about humans is subservibrain,
ent
to
the
is
the
type
of
reductionistic
knowl
faith is not solely dependent upon knowldegrad
let’s thinking that ultimately leads to a degradedge. To further support this notion, let's
the
image
ing
of
very
of
God,
indeed
God
Jesus’ own actions. He was posed
look at Jesus'
we
God’s
image,
Himself.
If
are
created
in
God's
i_
m
age,
“Who is the greatest in
with this question: "Who
and we also claim a human is primarily a
brain, then that must lead us to conclude
God is a celestial brain, or worse yet, a
body of knowledge to be learned. God did
not create us to be like Mr. Spock. He gave
his
us emotions, to be enjoyed and used for hii;
glory.
If indeed we are more than brains, it
seems to me that the education that this
institution provides should reflect that fact,
. rather than some quasi-Freudian fear of
emotions. As we approach the years to
let’s strive to make this an institution
come let's
that educates the whole person.
Sincerely,
College Parent Discount
Matt Vasta

Dear Bagpipe,
How many ofus
of us have sat, almost in awe,
as we watched the Enterprise fly through
space, braving perils unknown, to save the
universe as we know it. I have always been
fascinated by that show. As a child, one of
the characters that enthralled me most, was
Mr. Spock. The cool, calculating, always
completely logical brain. I was so taken
with his view of life that I attempted to
imitate him, in my own less than adequate
way. This was for no deeply spiritual rea
reason, but simply because I thought emotions
my enemy, when in fact they were a pow
powerful ally when applied correctly.
As Mr. Baus so eloquently put it in his
recent Bagpipe article (2/11/94) the school
is at a watershed at this point in its history.
ac
However, the panacea he prescribes is actually a placebo, or, worse yet, poison. The
epitome of the end product of the sanctifisanctifi
cation process is not Mr. Spock, ·and the
means of sanctification is not solely the
brain. Sanctification is by faith, but the
“what is faith?"
faith?” The Bible dequestion is "what
11:1:
“Faith
fines it quite clearly in Hebrews 11:
1: "Faith
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’96
Science Building plans final; opens fall of '96
Husen
Jim H
Mountan
By Mark
M ark M
o untan & Jim
usen
Writer
News Editor & Staff W
riter
Covenant’s Science Building CommitCommit
Covenant's
tee and Board of Trustees recently apap
proved the final plans for the three-floor,
5.8 million dollar facility.
tenGround-breaking for the building is ten
tatively scheduled for October of this year
during the fall meeting of the Board of
Trustees.
budget,"
“Right now we are exactly on budget,”
"Right
Bob Harbert, Vice-President of Finance
and Administration, said. "If
“If we find any
we're in
trouble at all in the planning, then we’re
trouble,"
trouble,” he continued.
Preparatory construction includes rere
moval of Tucker Hall, and laying a new
road from the Blood Field parking lot down
through the vicinity of the Gravel Pit.
Harbert described the appearance of the
building, commenting that the outside will
be a combination of brick and stucco. The
edges of the roof will be covered with red
slate, like those on the Founders complex.
Inside, an open rotunda-like foyer area
will extend from the first floor, all the way
to the roof.
The entire building is 50,000 square feet,
which is half the usable floor space of
Carter Hall. In its entirety, Carter Hall is
150,000 square feet, but 50,000 is lost to
attic and storage areas.
Harbert estimated that if all the labs,
norclassrooms, and offices were filled to nor
Covenant's entire student
mal capacity, Covenant’s
body could fit comfortably in the new

building.
building.
At this point, the only problem lies with
Marshall' s office for "what
the Fire Marshall’s
“what in
essence, is a huge three-story chimney in
building," Harbert said,
the center of the building,”
referring to the open foyer area.
The new facility will be used by .the
the
Natural Science, Computer Science, and
Psychology departments headed by Drs.
respectively .
Rulon, respectively.
andRulon,
Mehne, Sizemore, and
Covenant’s science programs hope to
Covenant's
realize immediate benefits. Dr. Mehne,
Professor of Natural Science, commented
that students will be able to work "more
“more
efficiently, comfortably, and safely."
safely.”
Pro"I'm
“I’m excited,"
excited,” said Dr. Sizemore, Pro
"The new
fessor of Computer Science. “The
combuilding will expand our,
our academic com
ability.”
puting ability."
Dr. Rulon, Professor of Psychology,
pointed out that the new building will "pro“pro
vide us with the space and resources to do
more research with the students,"
students,” Rulon
used the word "luxurious"
“luxurious” in,
in comparing
the new building to the existing psycholpsychol
ogy facility.
Many people have expressed satisfacsatisfac
tion in knowing that the new facility will
tobring the various science professors to
gether in one place.
The building has yet to be named, in spite
of various rumors that the building will be
named after Ray Dameron, veteran ProfesProfes
sor of Physics.
Construction is estimated to take at least
two years, and the building will be ready
for use by the fall of '96.
’96.
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The science building will find itself planted in the center of Covenant’s campus
after construction, leaving Sanderson Hall on the far edge of the campus proper. This
might suggest a symbolic shift from humanities to science in emphasis at Covenant,
according to Dr. Nick Barker. Vice-President of Academic Affairs.
He explained that a great deal of thought was given to this very issue. He observed
that Biblical studies and the humanities are not only represented in Sanderson, but
in the chapel and the library
as- well.
well.
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Eventually, the library
of the campus
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ayout, and when
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library’ss central position Wjll
will
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donuitocy is bbuilt
apparent.
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Obviously tli'ete
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try, ''there
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The Blink gets a face-lift
By Mark
M ark D. Mountan
M ountan
News Editor
Two weeks before spring break, staff
members, practical workers, and work study
Con
students from the Physical Plant and Construction offices busied themselves with
renothe preparations of the final planned reno
vations of the Blink.
Although the construction has inconveinconve
nienced lunch and late night customers, the
temporary loss of carpet
caipet and tables has not
phased business much. Anticipation of the
bearfinished product has made the wait bear
able.
This year's
year’s Student Senate initiated the
actual plans and collection of necessary
funds for the project.
Bob Harbert, Vice-president of Finance
Administration told The Bagpipe that he
hopes the renovation will be completed by
the end of this semester, qefore
before a new class
rotates in. "We
“We want this set of students to
begun," Harbert said.
they've begun,”
enjoy what they’ve
Available funds total $22,000.00. Three
major sources are involved in the total
funds: Carter Hall Renovation gave
$$16,000.00;ARAServicesgave$5,000.00;
16,000.00; ARA Services gave $5,000.00;
Physi
and Student Senate gave $2,000.00. Physical Plant has spent hundreds on various
odds and ends.
Renovation included a new tile floor, a
false ceiling over the cooking area, and
new paint on the walls. Originally, aaplastic
plastic
awning was to be hung aver the concession

pur
machines, mini-blinds were to be purchased, and fire proof silk leaves would
cover the ceiling providing the proposed
theme.
Sherwood Forest theme.
However, funds ran low when the cost of
the floor was estimated at $16,500.00.
Plastic patio furniture will replace the
existing tables and benches.
“This furniture is only temporary until
"This
the funds are available to install permanent
chairs,” Harbert said.
tables and chairs,"
There are other reasons for purchasing
the lightweight table sets. An 8x8 foot
chess board formed in the middle of the
floor, accompanied by three-foot high
pieces, will provide more entertainment
during study breaks and the nightly Blink
gatherings.
“The tables will slide out of the way if
"The
anyone wants to play a game of chess,"
chess,”
“It’s really an interestinterest
Harbert continued. "It's
idea.”
ing idea."
Questions concerning the mural of the
“We’re concon
Reformers have been asked. "We're
sidering repainting the mural adjacent to
the wall where the video games used to be,”
be,"
Harbert said. The new mural would be
more elaborate than the simple black line
drawing that has been in the Blink for so
long.
Bob Harbert and Herb Politano have
talked about renovating the Blink for a
number of years, but according to Harbert,
“definitely the Student Senate who
it was "definitely
jump-started."
got the whole project jump-started.”

TRUSTEES
Continued from Page 1
time, as the money will soon come from
students who had received grants _iin
n the
past.
The hiring of new faculty and staff was
another move by the board. Paul Morton
has been hired to replace Dr. Austin in the
history department. Chattanooga Christian
Elementary School Principal Jeff Hall has
been hired as a new faculty member in the
Education Department. Multi-Cultural
Affairs Director J.C. Upton was promoted
where
to Assistant Professor of Education, w'here
he will be involved primarily in adminisadminis
trative rather than teaching tasks. Money
was also allocated to hire Mr. Cal Beisner
apas a part-time professor. The board ap
proved the recommendations of the faculty
status committee that Edward Kellogg be
promoted to Full Professor of Art and that
David Friberg be promoted to Associate
Music.
Professor of Music.
The Board allocated funds to hire an
administrative assistant who will be in
charge of the chapel program next year. A
decision on whether to hire a chaplain will
be delayed until next fall as the Board
requested that more work be done in clariclari
fying the chaplain’s
wor
chaplain's task in leading worship and in counseling. The Board also
“not
motioned that the job description "not
denomi
specify ruling or teaching elder or denomi-

-
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affiliation.” Brock said that he is
national affiliation."
becoming more convinced of the value of
a chaplain as the job description is develdevel
oped.
The Board approved the continuation in
the plans to build the science building, due
to opep.
open in the Fall of '’96.
96. $350,000 was
allocated for the building of a new sewage
treatment facility, which will also include
the development of a new soccer field
apart
across the street from the student apartments.
In other Board actions, Krue and Hollee
Brock were recognized for their unique
contributions as Resident Advisors over
the past four years. Wylly Collins was also
commended for "his
“his proactive work with
the Board and students in helping develop
lines of communication."
communication.” Commendations
were also given to Coach Smialek, Brooks,
and Crossman for being named as Coach of
women’s basket
basketthe Year in the NAIA for women's
ball, men’s
men’s soccer,
men's basketball and men's
respectively.
Finally, the Board took on the issue of
whether the school is being effective in
accomplishing it’s
rec
it's goals. The Board recevaluommended that the administration evalu
“What
ate the school using the question, "What
does the college community believe will be
greatest challenge faced by society 25
the greatestchallenge
years from now and is our educational
process preparing our students to face that
kind of world?”
world?"
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Christian voter's
voter’s dilentnta:
dilemma: principle or pragntatisn
pragmatism?
By Bill Rice
Pol./Op. Editor

Recently I was talking to a friend about the
limits of moral compromise in the realm of
politics. As an illustration, we talked about
the origins of
legalized
oflegalized
abortions in our coun
country. Would pro-lifers
· have saved lives had
they caved in a little bit,
making allowance for
abortions in cases of
incest or rape? Were they over-idealistic in
their decision to hold out for illegality of
abortion in all cases, unless the mother’s
mother's life
was in danger? Did this idealism cost the
lives of millions of babies? There are now
pro-lifers who believe this.
this.
Apart from this aspect of compromise,
that of compromise in political action, there
is the issue of compromise at the voting
booth. The odds of anyone finding a candicandi
date who believes exactly what they believe
and has any shot at election are slim-to-none.
Should we always vote as close to our beliefs
as possible, or should a certain amount of
utilitarianism temper our idealism?
In regard to the first question, compromise
is necessary in many areas in a government
such as ours. Certainly, we can, and usually
must, give-and-take on the budget, on social
policies, and on defense. However, there are
areas in which compromise is not an option,
and it is not our role to "play
“play god"
god” by
attempting to determine which course of
action will lead to the greatest amount of
lives saved in the long run.
on~ believes that an abortion which is
If one
mother’s life is
not necessary to save the mother's
murder, one cannot condone it under any
other circumstances. Suppose there was a

large push in America for the legalization of
of_
crimes of passion, with special emphasis put
on murder committed by jilted lovers as a
homi
conspicuous example of a justified homicide. Would it be all-right for Christians to
“Well, it
follow this course of reasoning: "Well,
looks like this thing is going to pass anyway,
so maybe if we just go along with legalizing
only the murderof
murder of an ex-lover, we will save
lives in the long run, since the other side will
meet us halfway and agree to let other crimes
of passion remain illegal?”
illegal?" Certainly not.
We must stand against all murder and trust
preGod to handle the results. We may not pre
sume to foreknow the outcome, and, even if
we could see our defeat as inevitable, it still
would be inexcusable to back down on a
clear-cut moral issue as this. The outcome is
not our responsibility, provided we have
done everything within our power to see
justice done, short ofbuyingjustice
of buyingjustice for some
at the price of justice for others.
others.
ortion
What
about our actions now that abortion
Whataboutouractionsnowthatab
has been legalized? Now we are no longer
forced to choose between a good status quo
and varying degrees of evil offered by the
world, but are faced with a unspeakably
unsatisfactory status quo and legislation that
can, to one extent or another, advance the
I’d say
cause of justice. This being the case, I'd
that a bill which limited abortion to cases of
rape or incest would be a tremendous step
forward and would deserve our qualified
backing; qualified because we would make
firstt step. I believe
it clear that this was only a firs
that a bill that pro-lifers should have fought
with all theirmightin
1970couldbeonethey
could be one they
their might in 1970
ought to back with all their might now.
Now for the related issue of compromise
on the ballot. Again I will use the illustration
of abortion, since it is one of the very few
issues upon which Christians are ((or
or at least

ought to be) universally united.
Should we ever vote for a pro-abortion
candidate? Though this is a question that
faces Christian Democrats far more often
than Christian Republicans, and one which
faces them in different ways, itis
it is relevant for
both.
Often it is argued that making abortion an
over-ridingly-important issue in an election
is over-simplification of the issues or that it
is wrongly giving primacy to whatever sphere
into which our beliefs on human rights and
justice fall. I disagree.
An issue which determines whether over
one-million humans a year are murdered or
not deserves some pretty serious primacy,
and those who would vote for someone who
supports these deaths needs to sit down and
think for a little while. Though we may think
executhat it is a non-issue for legislative or execu
tive positions, each candidate elected could
well play a crucial role in the end of abortion,
or its continuance, whether by nominating or
appro
vingjudges who are either for or against
approvingjudges
it, or by passing or signing legislation either
ending or continuing it.
As I said, this hits those who tend to vote
for Democratic candidates differently than it
Republicans.
hits those who tend to vote for Republicans.
Often a Democrat is faced with a choice
between a pro-life Republican or a propro
Democrat-both candidates which
abortion Democrat—both
Occastand a realistic chance of election. Occa
sionally a Republican is faced with a decideci
sion between a pro-abortion Democrat, a
Republipro-abortion or spineless pro-life Republi
cancan, and a strongly pro-life fringe-party can
didate who stands little chance of election.
The decision must be an agonizing one for
withDemocratic
Democratic tendencies. Were
Christian with
aaChristian
don’t think I could justify
I in that position I don't
voting for a pro-abortion candidate over a

pro-life one, whatever my beliefs on all the
other issues.
The dilemma is somewhat similar for our
hypothetical Republican.
Republican. Ought he to vote
for the little guy or would that be "throwing
“throwing
away”
away" his vote? How pragmatic can we
(or
afford to be
in an election
election?? Is a third-party (or
bein
twelfth-party, for that matter) candidate ever
a wise choice?
It probably won’t
won' t come as a shock to you
that I often vote Republican. Fortunately, I
don’t believe I’ve
I've ever faced this dilemma. I
don't
do. If one of
I'd do.
honestly don’t
don't know what I’d
the major party candidates was even slightly
pro-life (meaning that he believed that abor
abor"I
tion should be illegal-not
illegal—not simply a vague “I
think it’s
don’t want to force my
it's wrong, but don't
opinion on others”
prob
others" sentiment), I would probregardl.ess of party, above
ably vote for him, regardless
both a pro-abortion candidate from the other
canparty or a strongly pro-life fringe party can
didate.
I truly believe that the issue needs serious
consideration by Christians of all political
votpersuasions—especially
persuasions-especially the wisdom of vot
ing for the "Protect
“Protect the Rights of Our State's
State’s
Mushroom Farmers"
Farmers’’Party candidate (in slot
number
23 on the ballot) because he happens
number23
to be strongly pro-life and none of those
don't know if it's
likely to be elected are. I don’t
it’s
better to vote for whichever of the major
party candidates we believe will promote
whatever our idea ofjustice is on otherissues
other issues
than the abortion one, or to throw our vote in
with the mushroom farmers and risk election
of the major-party guy that we feel will not
promote justice in other areas. Excuse me
while I try to deal with the very strange
feeling which indecision on an issue has
given me.

Trying to reconcile the Christian Right & Evangelical Left
By Aaron Larsen
Staff Writer

Q. Why does the "Christian
“Christian Right”
Right" have
more sympathy for the borderline-liberal
(theologically, that is) Methodist Rush
Limbaugh than they do for fellow
“Evangelical Left?"
Left?”
evangelicals of the "Evangelical
A. While the Evan
Evangelical Left treats the
Christian Right with
nothing
but disdain, tak
taknothingbutdisdain,
ing advantage of every
opportunity to dispar
disparage the intelligence of
the Christian conservative and every oppor
opportunity to portray them as fundamentalist
bigots and tools of"the
of “the establishment,"
establishment,” Rush
Limbaugh stands out as one of very few
public figures who treats them and their
views with respect.
Q. Why does the Evangelical Left treat the
does—with contempt?
Christian Right as it does-with
A. The Evangelical Left has been
marginalized by the evangelical community
at large. As can be easily demonstrated,
groups that are marginalized become far
com
more strident in their goals and in the communication of those goals. Tired of being
viewed as "liberalism's
“liberalism’s fifth column,”
column," they
have reciprocated their feelings of
marginalization within the evangelical com
community by contributing to the marginalization
of the Christian Right in the public arena at
large.
It seems to me that what we have here is a
vicious cycle. The Christian Right, finding
itself marginalized, derided, and/or ignored
by mainstream policy-makers increases its
sense of being a besieged minority in an
feel
increasingly hostile environment. This feel-

ing of being threatened increases its stristri
“siege mental
mentaldency and contributes to its "siege
ity.”
ity."
In the wake of this increased stridency on
the part of the Christian Right, the Evangeli
Evangeliof being marginalized,
feelingofbeing
cal Left gets the feeling
derided and/or ignored within the Christian
community. It then bites back with claims of
Chrisintellectual superiority, and accuses the Chris
tian Right of allowing itself to be the
establishment’s tool. To this, the Christian
establishment's
Right responds by accusing the Evangelical
"Left of being the tool ofliberalism
of liberalism in general
~Left
and big government in particular.
In all of this, the Christian community has
allowed the World to take the initiative and
define the terms of the controversy. Both
groups are allowing themselves to be simply
reactionary, defining themselves in categocatego
ries created by the non-Christian mindsets of
the World.
in which
ways-in
There are many specific ways
this is so, but there is one root set ofideologiof ideologi
cal categories from which all of this stems:
the conflict in our society between those who
seek to place all of reality into political
categories and those who would place all of
reality into economic categories.
It is interesting to me that, of all the sociosocio
logical disciplines, two seem to have a spespe
cial mystique in our age: economics and
politics. Why is it that there is no specific
discipline in our universities that specializes
isn't
only in the study of the family? There isn’t
even a term in our language, that I am aware
of, for such a discipline. There is a term for
the study of the church, ecclesiology, but it
has remained a sub-discipline of a sub-discisub-disci
pline in our seminaries, which are basically
specialized professional schools. Why does
the study of government and commerce have

a special place in our society above the study
of various other institutions that we, as ChrisChris
tians, would argue are equally vital to socisoci
ety?
reIn our society, it is quite common to re
duce all our problems to the allocation of
the domain of economics)
scarce resources ((the
or to the interaction of power relationships
(the domain of politics). Christians, uncriti
uncritical of worldly categories as they are, somesome
times fall into the trap of seeing one or both
of these dynamics as being the root of all
social ills.
If we accept one of these presuppositions,
the solutions that we put forward to solve
these problems will reflect this. Thus, those
that see all problems in terms of economics
will probably seek solutions for all problems
through the marketplace. Likewise, those
who see all problems as out-workings of
oppression will seek solutions through con
control of the government and use of the governgovern
ment to further one’s
one's own agenda for social
justice.
As a general rule, the conservatives today
seek solutions through the marketplace, and
liberals through government coercion. The
Christian Right finds itself subsumed under
the categories of the conservatives in their
tireless, though thus-far fruitless, quest for
smaller government. The Evangelical Left
joins with the liberals in its general distrust of
big business.
ac
The Evangelical Left is quite fond of accusing the Christian Right of being a "tool
“tool of
the establishment.”
establishment." What they mean by the
establishment is big business. Inasmuch as
the Christian Right uncritically accepts the
market as the solution to all social ills, the
critics have a point.
On the other hand, the Christian Right sees

the Evangelical Left as the tool of big
govemment..Why
Why does the Christian Right
government..
have so much fear of big government? It is
often stated that the conservative desire for a
strong defense is oddly juxtaposed with their
desire for government to be much more
limited in other ways. Actually, the desire for
a weak government makes good sense in
light of the assumption that part of the
government’s
government's role is to provide a strong
military. Conservatives realistically see that
the constitutional duty of government is its
monopoly on coercive power, and govern
government with such great amounts of physical
power is not the sort of government that one
wants engaged in all the petty details of our
personal lives. Liberals tend to fail to see the
danger of entrusting so much to an institution
dangerof
with so much power.
Conservatives, on the other hand, often
miss the abuses of our consumer society.
We’ve got to make sure that we don't
don’t fall
We've
into the trap of the materialist and we must
remember that "man
“man does not live by bread
alone.” It is easy to fall into the trap of seeing
alone."
everything as having its price and all value as
being convertible into economic value.
The Christian Right tends to teach us
conservative market-orientation contextualized into aaChristian
Christian mindset, whereas
politithe Evangelical Left tends to teach a politi
cized, social justice orientation couched in
religious language. We need to transcend
both sets of categories and see both the
government and the market as being only
one aspect of human culture and keep both of
them within their proper sphere. We need to
set our own agenda and stop being pawns in
phia struggle between different worldly phi
losophies.
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Abortion: morally inexcusable, political catch 22
By Marshall Brock
Guest Writer
It’s
It's one discussion to speak of abortion as a
moral
issue. It’s a different discussion entirelyto
moralissue.lt'sadifferentdiscussionentirelyto
speak of abortion politically. Obviously the
second (political) would
involve the first (moral),
but the political discusdiscus
sion involves issues that
discus
further the moral discussion. It becomes a
prinstruggle to balance prin
ciple with practical action.
I will first address the issue of abortion and
secondly the issue in relation to politics. I will
demonstrate that abortion is inexcusable and
then discuss why it remains a political hotbed.
The crux of the moral argument lies in the
discussion of whether or not a two day old/
twenty
-three week old fetus is a life. If that fetus
twenty-three
is not alife, then abortionis equivalenttopulling
isnotalife,thenabortionisequivalenttopulling
a tooth or extracting amalefic organ. Ifthat fetus
atoothorextractingamaleficorgan.Ifthatfetus
is a life, then abortion is morally horrific and its
acceptance is a breech of the fundamental obliobli
gation of the government to protect life. The
a life.
fetus' status as alife.
pivotal issue is the fetus’
life?" Life is the difference
1: "What
Issue#
Issue
#1:
‘‘What is life?”
between a warm, breathing human being and a
cold,still
one.Itisthedifferencebetweenalimp,
ltis thedifferencebetween a limp,
still one.
cold,
plucked-out flower and a growing one concon
wouldn't
nected to its source. Obviously we wouldn’t
want to say life is dirt, the sun, blood, breath, or
warmth, nor is it even the correct combination
of all of these biological functions. It is more. It
is that external (supernatural) force that drives
all
ofthese functions together.Iife is that breath
allofthesefunctionstogether.Lifeisthatbreath
of God that rouses the biological human to be a
living creature.
Issue #2: When this life.begins.
life begins. There are
many stages at which life is identified; we could
it’s when the baby first moves, has a
say that it's
beating heart, or any number of others. I'd
I’d like
to address two in particular.
The first view is that life begins at twentythree weeks. At that time the baby is viable
outsideofthewomb.Butitbecomes dangerous
outsideofthewomb.Butitbecomesdangerous
to argue that life=viability. What exactly does
viability mean? A baby is not even very viable
eight weeks after birth. Left to be independent
concep
counting from concepthis eleven month old ((counting
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tion) will fail to sustain itselfand die. How about
eighty-five year old
eighty-five years later? The eighty-five
may fail to susi:am
sustain himself and die. Would we
be willing to deny the rights ofour infants or our
elderly? The human life is equally in need of
protection at eighty-five, eleven months, and
twenty-two weeks old. Why make twentythree weeks the standard?
“life begins at concepconcep
The second view is ''life
tion." There is no more distinct occurrence than
tion.”
the moment of conception, when the egg is
fertilized. From this point on, there is only
· development. This is the only point at which
something is created from nothing. Rather than
pick an arbitrary'
arbitrary point in the continuum, it
makes more sense to point to the most abrupt
occurrence, that being conception, and say,
distinc‘“There’s life.”
I challenge you to draw a distinct
life." !challenge
"There's
tion between a life two weeks after conception
and a life which is two years old.
Issue #3: Mother’s
Mother's rights. My response is
two-fold. First, the government does tell uuss,.
can’t legally
what to do with our bodies. We can't
shoot up drugs. Second, this argument is a
distraction to the discussion and can be a red
aren't even under
herring. The mother’s
mother's rights aren’t
discussion; we should be discussing the rights
of the new life. We are not dealing primarily
with the woman's
woman’s body or rights. Can we
mother’s
baby's right to life and a mother's
compare a baby’s
right to convenience?
These points being conceded, abortion goes
from a non-issue to being morally-inexcusable
· and beyond discussion.
It may be hard to believe, but the problem
remains politically. Two main issues are central
to the political aspect of abortion. The first is the
wisdom ofgovernmental control. Government
ofprivate affairs takes away personal
regulation ofprivateaffairs
responsibility and leads to dehumanization.
The less we feel responsible, the less worthy we
feel, and the less human we feel.
secondissueistheunquestioned
issue is the unquestioned premise
The second
that
government ought toprotectlife, especially
thatgovernmentoughttoprotectlife,
fundadefenseless life. What could be a more funda
mental aspect of government’s
Dec
government's role? The Declaration of Independencestates
stalesthatlifeisoneof
that life is one of
larationoflndependence
ourinalienablerights. Therefore,althoughabortion is a somewhat private affair (as is murder
and child abuse), this is far outweighed by the
government’s responsibility to protect life.
government's

Government must first protect life before it
begins to address the quality of that life.
The typical answer to these issues from
politicians is to make abortion a non-issue.
You
non-issue.You
just lose too many votes by swinging to either
pole or being in the middle. It's
It’s a no-win
situation; the issue is too loaded.
The moral status of abortion is far from being
theeyesof
point in the
a settledpoint
eyes ofAmerica'
America’ssfreedomfreedomasettled
I’ve heard a conservative PresPres
abusing people. I've
byterian elder, as he called himself, angrily
cussing over the phone as he told me that
abortion is not a governmental affair.
I’ve talked to others who are sure that aborabor
I've
tion is the watershed issue. They vote pro-life,
person's heart to
period. They figure it shows a person’s
be in line with correct (Christian) values. (Of
tnecessarilyfollowthataChriscourse, itdoesn ’tnecessarily
followthat aChris
course,itdoesn'
knowtian will have any social agenda.
agenda, fiscal know
how. or ability to govern.)
how,
Voting in accordance with a single issue
quixotic.
seems to be rather irresponsible and qmxotic.
J.I. Packer warns against this saying, 'The
"The
Christian citizen must accept that in politics no
black and white answers are available, but God
wills that all be led by the highest ideals and
ripest wisdom that they can discover."
discover.”
“greyness” is due to the fact that politics
The "greyness"
addresses all issues of all people with a mix of
principled justice and pragmatism. It's
It’s obviobvi
generali
ously quite difficult to make sweeping generalizations in such a setting. This is a very important
point for those not exposed to the realm of
politics. Anything that touches so many people
and issues must be very diverse in nature. The
natureofthe government’s
com
government's taskmandates compromise.
And this is the challenge. Can politicians and
those who govern hold their convictions while
riding the political fence? Is getting into office
worth compromise and fence-straddling?
Though there is little question to me regarding
abortion, it is still a difficult issue to address
. . all major
politically. Packer also said, "...
political decisions prove to be both complex in
commu
themselves and controversial in the community.”
nity."
Os Guinness claims, 'Toe
“The choice for abortionprovesmorethanitintendswhenitsuppoits
provesmorethanitintends when it supports
tion
than sanctity
oflife
sanctityoflife
oflifeforsomeratherthan
quality oflifeforsomerather
all.” The discussion is going less into a
for all."
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debate over life and more into one of one of
convenience. It has become just another social
issue. The general mood is, "OK,
“OK, so its life, but
life." This is a
it’s
it's inconvenient and unwanted life.”
frightening shift.
Mother Teresa said at the National Prayer
‘Any country thataccepts abortion is
Breakfast, ‘"Any
vionot teaching its people to love but to use vio
went on to say,
want." She wenton
lenceto get whatthey
what they want”
“I
"I feel that the greatest destroyer of peace is
abortion, because it is a war against the child, a
direct killing of the innocent child, murder by
the mother herself.”
herself."
These very strong statements prompted a
standing ovation from a crowd of over 3000,
except for the Clintons and Gores, all four of
whom sat silent.
whom
Though it is politically taboo to speak out in
abortion. we must begin to
any fashion on abortion,
illegality of abortion
address it. Just because illegality
would-be
would be hard to enforce and bring the danger
''back alley abortions;
of “back
abortions,”· we cannot avoid itas
it as
being too difficult from
from a pragmatic standpomt.
standpoint.
It has been said, "I
‘I believe a total ban on abortion
is excessive. I believe that total freedom to have
abortion is wrong. To date, the debate has been
of such character that people are forced to
positions." Is there a
choose between these two positions.”
middle-ground position?
Maybe
wemustrealize thattheonly possible
Maybewemustrealizethattheonlypossible
first step is a middle-ground position. Maybe
settling for middle ground would close off all
hope of ever going farther. Obviously, this has
been the thinking of the pro-life movement: If
weonly
aimforthe mountain-top wemay never
only aimforthemountain-topwemay
we
reach the sky.
It’s
It's very important for Christians to consider
the give-and-take nature of politics. We must
shoot to win every small battle. It may be too
much to ask of this blinded culture to concede
the entirety of what the pro-lifers are proposing.
theentiretyofwhatthepro-lifersareproposing.
I’ll close with two quotes which should help
I'll
frame the thinking of all leaders. They are from
SenatorandReagancabinetmemberBillBiock,
SenatorandReagancabinetmemberBillBrock,
“If we take
and Mother Teresa respectively. ''If
positions simply because they are popular, we
all.” ''If
“If you
have no right to be leaders at all."
become a burning light ofjustice and peace in
the world, thenreally you will betrueto whatthe
theworld,thenreallyyouwillbetruetowhatthe
for.”
founders of this country stood for."
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Coming
Events
EXHIBIT — Lewis Hine: Early Work.
EXHIBITFebruary 12-March 27, in the Hunter MuMu
high
seum Main Gallery. This exhibition highlights two of Hine's
Hine’s major photographic
projects: a study of the immigrants at Ellis
island and his work as photographer for the
National Child Labor Committee. Free.
Call 267-0968 for information.
- Premiere of Amethyst,
BALLET —
original ballet by Dr. Mario Abril, UTC
AdmisFine Arts Center. 8 p.m. March 25. Admis
sion is free. 755-4601.
PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP -—
“A New View: Photography in ChattaChatta
"A
nooga."
nooga.”
Keynote lecture by Charles Stainback
for photography exhibition, workshop, and
critique; C.C. Bond Humanities Building
at Chattanooga State. Free. 7 p.m. 2654282.
Backstage
PLAY—
Dearly Departed at
atBackstage
PLAY -Dearly
Playhouse. $9 for adults, $8 for students.
Dinner tickets are available. 629-1565.
629-1565.
Dinner.
8-9, 15-16, 22-23,
March
25-26, April 1-2,
1-2,8-9,15-16,22-23,
March25-26,
29-30. 8:15 p.m.

- Series on
SOUTHERN WRITERS —
Cynthia Rylant’s
Southern Writers: CynthiaRylant'sAppalachian Portraits, Chattanooga Regional
History Museum. 11 a.m. Free. 267-3247.
March 26.

— 9th Street Revival, Miller
GOSPEL -:Plaza Pavilion. Sponsored by the Mary
AfriWalker Foundation, Allied Arts, the Afri
can-American Museum, and Chattanooga
Downtown Partnership. March 28, 7p.m.
Free.
CONCERT
—Dan Fogleberg in ConCon
CONCERT-Dan
7 57-5042.
cert, Memorial Auditorium. Call 757-5042.
March 29,
29,7:30
7:30 p.m.
M~ch
CONCERT — Phil Keaggy in concert,
CONCERTCovenant College. 8 p.m. March 30.
PIA N O TRIO
T R IO -— Patten Series:
P!ANO
Kalichstein-Laredo-Robinson Trio. Thurs
Thursday, March 31 at 8 p.m. UTC Fine Arts
Center. Tickets are $12. 755-4269.
OPRY— presents oldMOUNTAIN OPRYtime bluegrass music every Friday night in
the W
Waldens
aldens Ridge Civic Center, Fairmount
Road, Signal Mountain. Free.
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In the last issue, Marshall Brock addressed nudity in art and recommended a
Christian response. His main point was
that one should not endorse or partake in
creating nude art.
There were three moral considerations
which supported his conclusion. 1) In as
much as _'obscenity'
‘obscenity’ is determined by disdis
covering the intention of the artist, the
‘pornography’ and
distinction between 'pornography'
‘nude’ art is somewhat nebulous and arbiarbi
'nude'
trary. 2) The nude body, though not by
necessity, in all 'healthy'
‘healthy’ instances, propro
vokes erotic responses which are inapproinappro
priate outside of marriage and therefore,
for all practical purposes, is irresponsibly
in
displayed. 3) Because sexuality is an in-
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Renowned trio to perform at UTC
The Kalichstein-Laredo-Robinson Trio
is comprised of three internationally acac
claimed artists who take such pleasure in
chamber music that they set aside time
from their active solo careers to perform
the great literature
for piano trio.
literatureJor
Individually, these artists have been heard
world’s greatest orchestras and
with the world's
conductors. Together, pianist Joseph
Kalichstein, violinist Jaime Laredo and
cellist Sharon Robinson offer aarare
combi
rare combination of virtuosity, musicianship and joy
of collaboration. They rank
helon of
in the highest ec_
echelon
chamber music performers
and have garnered success
upon success with audiences
throughout North and South
America, Europe, Australia
and the Far East. They are,
in the words of John
Rockwell of the New York
"one of the best
Times, “one
blended, most sensitive and
intelligent piano trios in the
today."
world today.”
The Kalichstein-LaredoRobinson Trio has perper
formed regularly in the U.S.
in
at major music centers, inYork, Chicago,
cluding New York,
Boston, Washington D.C.,
Los Angeles and San Francisco; at summer
festivals, including Tanglewood, Ravinia,
Caramoor, Aspen, and Mostly Mozart; and
for chamber music series and universities
across the country. Originally scheduled
for just two touring periods per season, the
Trio now performs three fully sold-out
tours each year.
A favorite of New York audiences, the
Trio has been heard frequently in their own
com
special series. They performed the complete Brahms Piano Quartets with guest
artists Pinchas Zukerman, Itzhak Perlman
and Michael Tree and two years later joined
forces with the Guameri
Guarneri Quartet at New
York’s
Brahm’ss
York's 92nd Street Y to celebrate Brahm'
150th birthday by surveying all of his works
for piano and strings, a highlight for New
York’s chamber music audiences. They
York's
Center’s
were presented as part of Lincoln Center's
perprestigious Great Performers series in per
Pi
formances of the complete Beethoven Piano Trios, becoming the first ensemble
ever to perform the entire cycle at Lincoln
Lincoln
Center.
In Europe, the Kalichstein-Laredoperform ed in
Robinson Trio has performed
Am sterdam, Brussels, Copenhagen,
Amsterdam,
Lisbon, London, Vienna, Paris and at such
festivals as Aldenburgh, Edinburgh,
Granada, Harrogate, Helsinki, Highlands,
South Bank, and Tivoli. They have toured

the British Isles with the Scottish Chamber
Orchestra in performances of solo, double
and triple concertos and have recorded the
En“Triple” Concerto with the En
Beethoven "Triple"
glish Chamber Orchestra on the Chandos
performance hailed by Gramophone
label, aaperformance
Magazine as one of the very best.
The Trio's
Trio’s acclaimed recordings of the
Mendelssohn and Brahms Trios on Vox
Cum Laude have been issued on compact
Beethoven’s
discs, and a compact disc of Beethoven's
“Kakadu” Variations and the "Archduke"
“Archduke”
"Kakadu"

Clas
Trio is available in the U.S. on MCA Classics.
The Kalichstein-Laredo-Robinson Trio's
Trio’s
most recent recording, an all-Haydn disc
on the Dorian label, was met with universal
perforacclaim .“Admirably
"Admirably assured perfor
acclaim.
mances....
.... This is a fine, generously-filled
mances
disc and the recording is as refined as the
playing” (Gramophonet
(Gramophone}; "There
“There are sursur
playing"
prisingly few recordings of the Haydn trios
on CD, and none is more satisfying than
this lovely assortment; 'enlivening'
‘enlivening’ is-the
is the
'radiant' the
first word that comes to mind, ‘radiant’
impression that remains”
Review);
remains" (Stereo Review)-,
“A disc to treasure”
Maga
treasure" (BBC Music Maga"A
zine). During the 1993-94 season, Vox
’’Vox Box”
inBox" in
Cum Laude will release a "Vox
cluding the three Brahm Trios, the two
Dvorak’ss "Dumky"
“Dumky”
Mendelssohn Trios and Dvorak'
Trio.
A highlight of recent seasons was the
Kalichstein-Laredo Robinson Trio's
Trio’s per
performance on Carnegie Hall's "Centennial"
“Centennial”

trinsic part of our being, live model-nude
art, which abstracts the physical from the
spiritual, is fundamentally dehumanizing.
I agree with Marshall that nude art has a
sym
significant moral aspect. I am also in sympathy with his moral objections. However,
Marshall made a secondary recommenda
recommendation that art should be viewed overall relativistically.
tivistically. The root of aesthetic relativism
“opinions of
is, as he said so well, that "opinions
beauty are nothing more than that- opinopin
ions.”
ions." Or as it is often said, beauty is in the
eye of the beholder.
This relativistic view of beauty may be
characterized as subjective. Art that is indiindi
‘nice-looking’, or in
vidually perceived as 'nice-looking',
‘appealing,’ one calls beautiful.
some way 'appealing,'
By this definition nothing is actually said
about the art itself, but only about the taste
See Nude Art, Page 7

00th
Series, which helped celebrate the l100th
Birthday of one of this country'
country’ss most
illustrious music centers.
The summer of 199~
1992 saw festival ap
appearances at the Hollywood Bowl, Ravinia,
Aspen and Mostly Mozart, during the fall
of 1992, the Trio traveled abroad for their
perforbi-annual European tour, including perfor
mances at the Helsinki Festival featuring
the world premiere of a new trio written for
.
them by Arvo Part.
sea
Other highlights of the 1992-1993 season were performances of
“Triple” ConCon
the Beethoven "Triple"
certo with the Oregon SymSym
phony and James DePreist,
a Brahms Gala in Pittsburgh,
and appearances in Atlanta,
Chicago, Miami, Montreal,
New York and the Bermuda
Festival. The Trio contin
continues their commitment to the
commissioning and perfor
performance of new works with
regular performances of the
trios written for them in 1987
by Ellen Taaffe Zwilich and
in 1989 by Stanley
Silverman, as well as with a
joint commission by Cham
Chamber Music America (aided
C haritable
by the Pew Charitable
Trusts), Purdue University, the Kennedy
Center’s Abe Fortas Memorial Fund, and
Center's
New York’s
for a new trio by
York's 92nd Street Y fora
Leon Kirchner.
Their plans for 1993-94 include
“Triple” Concerto performances .
Beethoven "Triple"
Sym
with the Indianapolis and Columbus Symphonies; an appearance at the prestigious
Krannert Center in Champaign/Urbana, IL
to help celebrate the Center's
Center’s 25th Anni
Anniversary; and concerts in Baltimore, BufBuf
India
falo, Cleveland, Dallas, Houston, Indianapolis, Miami, San Antonio, Tuscon, the
Kennedy Center and New York.
superb soloists come
Rarely do three such superbsoloists
together to play chamber music with such
sensitivity and understanding, inspiring
Chicaeo Sun-Times
Robert C. Marsh of the Chicago
“There is no finer piano trio!”
trio!"
to exclaim, "There
The Kalichstein-Laredo-Robinson trio
will perform at the UTC Fine Arts Center
o f the
on March 31 at 8 p.m. as part of
Dorothy Patten Fine Arts Series.
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Art shouldn't
shouldn’t be relativistic
By Greg Baus
Staff Writer
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·Reality Bites fails both as art and entertainment
Stiller takes as many opportunities to be
politically correct as possible (according to
WhenLelaina' s
MTV standards, of course). WhenLelaina’s
friends want to order pizza from Domino's,
Domino’s,
Whatever happened to the simple teenteen
she refuses because they support OperaOpera
age love story flicks of our Jr. High days?
tion Rescue. We are also told the HIV free
Movies like Pretty in Pink and Sixteen
clinic is the "rite
“rite of passage for our generagenera
Candles were great mindless fun, serving
tion.”
tion."
their purpose of light juvenile entertainentertain
The worst lines of Reality Bites were
ment. The new youth movie trend consists
all given to Hawke, whose character, Troy,
of movies which basically have the same
•g
is overly-witty and always has the right
masquerplot as these old favorites, but are masquer
words to say. When Lelaina asks him why
ading as films which have something propro
up with a quick happy
life can't
can’t be wrapped upwithaquickhappy
found to say about our generation.
ending like episodes of The Brady Bunch,
This semi-depressing and highly pre
preTroy says, "Because
“Because Mike Brady died of
tentious movie genre consists of films about
AIDS."
AIDS.” He also frequently reflects on the
post college life such as Singles and Reality
emptiness of a life with no answers. Once
Bites. Just as the shallow quality of Singles
again, Stiller tells us exactly what he wants
is reflective of TV's
RealTV’s Melrose Place, Real
us to think.
ity Bites is even worse, in that it seems to be
I think you get the picture. This movie
a prophetic statement about the future of
stinks. It is quite a task to define a generagenera
90210 (Beverly Hills: the Post College
tion in tw·
twoo hours. If you are going to do it,
Environmentally
Environm entally Conscious
C onscious Grunge
the best approach is not to cram every
Years).
single trendy cause and thing which a gengen
The plot of Reality Bites is simple
eration remembers from its lifetime into
enough: boy and girl are best friends, but
such a short amount of time (I especially
boy is always secretly in love with girl and
sit-coms,
resent the misuse of seventies sit-corns,
friendship is ruined. Boy and girl finally
Satuday morning Schoolhouse Rock and
realize they are destined to be together.
Pitiful romance:Hawke and Ryder (photo courtesy of
o f Chattanooga News-Free Press)
the face of Shawn Cassidy).
Cassidy).
Does this plot sound familiar? It is almost
In defining a generation Stiller could
Gaofalo),
o f Wonderful , Gaofalo
), the granola eating, arrogant, Ben Stiller uses the rest of the movie to
the same plot as Some Kind of
(but the boy and girl roles have been pseudo-intellectual (Ethan Hawke) and our reinforce this statement with an answer. take some tips from watching Easy Rider
switched). Even this non-original plot socially aware hero (Wynona Ryder) who It's
It’s a good thing he spelled it out for us or or Rebel Without a Cause. The key here is
subtlety and originality. Let things speak
ifleft
would have been fine if
left alone, but this does not'
not want to accept a BMW from her we never would have guessed it.
our
During the growth of the developing for themselves and let us think for ourmovie is stuffed with the symbols, probprob parents because of her anti-materialistic
lems and sayings of our "plagued"
“plagued” generagenera stance, but has a large screen TV, refuses to love story between Hawke and Ryder, selves, or just let us enjoy a simple story.

. By Mary McCampbell
Staff Writer

tion (and very annoyingly so)
so)..
The main characters of the story are
quite a post-modern
post-modem foursome. We have
the gay friend whose parents kick him out
of the house when he tells them of his
sexual orientation (Steve Zahn), the onenight-stand veteran who is traumatized by
HTV testing center (Janeane
her visit to the HIV

take minimum wage jobs, and uses daddy's
daddy ’s
credit card to ger her out of debt.
The movie starts out with Lelaina
(Ryder) giving a speech at her college
graduation. She asks the question, "How
“How
can we repair the damage we have inherinher
ited?"
ited?” She answers simply, "Idon'tknow!"
“I don’t know!”
Unfortunately
Unfortunately,,just
just as I had feared, director

I

Finding contmon
common grace within Wordsworth's
Wordsworth’s poetry
By Caleb Ludwick
Guest Writer

and whatever
Despite the tests and SIPs and.whatever
else may be breathing down student's
student’s necks,
Covenant students would do well to read
some of the writings of the English RoRo
mantic poet William Wordsworth.
A discussion of Wordsworth's
Wordsworth’s poetry
invariably begins with reference to nature,
for he is most famous for his writings in
praise ofnature's
of nature’s beauty and its enlightenenlighten
ing effects on human beings. In
Wordsworth’s
of nature implies a
Wordsworth's view, all ofnatureimplies
divine presence and purpose. He calls this
presence "the
’’the Spirit,"
Spirit,” and though it is unun
seen, it is not only real in an abstract sense,
but real in its immanenceimmanence— its presence in
every thing.
This view is often mistaken for panthe
pantheism, but unjustifiably so: Wordsworth
would not have spoken of the god of the
pebble, or of the wind, or even of such
insensible ideals as justice or love. Rather
he said there was one Spirit which created
its presence
by_its
all things, and sustains them by
within each of them. Theologically, says
Wordsworth’s view "reflects
“reflects
Daniel Kuhn, Wordsworth's
no more than the natural and logical end of
omnipres
the Christian doctime of divine omnipresence."
ence.”
According to Wordsworth, human be
beings are, like the rest of nature, part of the
ulti
creation of the Spirit, sustained and ultimately guided by its hand. At the same
time, humans are somehow apart from it,
able to experience it but also able to stand
back and observe it objectively. llumans
Humans
are unlike the rest of creation, in that they
are not automatically in communion with
the divine Spirit; they must work to be so.
As we grow to adulthood, the worries
of life, along with mama
and responsibilities oflife,
terialistic temptations, divorce our concon
sciousness from the Spirit. The remedy,
according to Wordsworth, is to immerse
oneself in nature and respond to the beauty

there through the senses (see "TintemAb“Tintem Ab supremacy in the arts; that He has indeed felt it?
Wordsworth’s
Another valuable tenet of Wordsworth's
bey"
Prelude"). His post-1840s done this is a fact of
-which all of us,
bey” and "The
“The Prelude”).
of-which
work, however, implied a more orthodox Christians and non-Chrsitians, are benefi
benefi- philosophy is the idea that culture draws us
view of communing with God, of offering ciaries."
away from God. What our response should
ciaries.”
prayerful
reverence to the Savior (see “Ode
If every good and perfect gift is from be to this draw is scripturally debatable, but
prayerfulreverencetotheSavior(see"Ode
Duty” and 1842 revisions of "The
“The Ex
reli
to Duty"
Ex- above, then Wordsworth's
Wordsworth’s talent is part of most Christians would agree that true reli“keeping oneself from being
cursion”
“Adventures on Salisbury the common-grace package that he was gion involves "keeping
curs
ion" and "Adventures
world" (James 11:27).
:27).
Plain
”). Whether or not this shift came as predestined to receive, and God deserves polluted by the world”
Plain").
ex the glory for the unity and eloquence of
Much of the Christian community, in my
a result of conversion or of pressure exsocioeco
erted by Victorian society upon him to style with which Wordsworth wrote.
opinion, (especially those in the socioeco“Christian poet”
poet"
Some of Wordsworth's
conform to the image of a "Christian
Wordsworth’s philosophical nomic middle and upper classes) could
Wordsworth’s
notions should strike Christians as being also do with a stiff dose of Wordsworth's
is debatable.
Wordsworth’s vision of humankind imim common-grace insights, as well. For exWordsworth's
ex social consciousness. I do not think that
prosper
plies that there is no moral barrier between ample, the idea that God is immanent in all many Christians would claim that prosperhumans and the Spirit, that the conscious of His creation has important implications, ity brings with it some sort of ontological
decision on the part of the human to comcom for it means that every daffodil, every leaf, "aboveness,"
butlI do think that many Chris“aboveness,” but
Chris
tians' priorities, both monetarily and timemune with the Divine is enough to bring every chigger, every clifftop view or hole tians’
about the communion. He confesses that in the ground is beautiful, not only because wise, are skewed.
Now, I am not suggesting that we all skip
God’s artistry, but because He
this view is largely the result of his upup it is part of God's
classes to walk down to the pond, or have
bringing: that he, as a child, was not exex chooses to sustain it.
posed to malevolent people.
Also, every event: every birth, marriage, chiggers as pets, but that these thoughts
people.
The result of this view was not only his earthquake, kiss, and disease are part of the should influence not only our perceptions
of reality and of God, but should spill over
denial of the fallenness of man, but also a divine plan the history of the world, every ofreality
compassionate concern for life's
life’s "lowly."
“lowly.” iota of which God planned before time. into our actions. Read Wordsworth, along
A number of his poems, including "The
“The When was the last time you looked at dust with other Romantic poets and authors/
Beggar,” "We
“We are on your shoes and thought of the intricacy philosophers of all schools, gleaning from
Old Cumberland Beggar,"
Seven, "” and "Her
“Her Eyes are Wild"
Wild” ·were
were and beauty of each speck, or thanked God them insights into God and reality, for
God’s truth can be found by the discerning
written to raise social consciousness about for stubbed toes, if for no other reason than God's
economically disadvantaged, and to ~--=-------=------__::_
the economically.
and faithful seeker in all areas of creation.
that your nervous system worked and you_____________
~-----,
destroy the prevalent notion that those
blessed with wealth or good fortune were
post-modern
post-modem painting which represents a
somehow of a higher breed than others.
‘the nature of things.'
things. ’
given interpretation of 'the
The last line of "The
“The Old Cumberland Continued from Page 6
The interpretation represented may not be
Beggar" ("we
Beggar”
(“we have all of us one human of the one perceiving it. Implied in immoral, but it may indeed be wrong (i.e.,
heart”)
heart") became something of a motto for Marshall'
isn’t simsim
vie\Y is that, outside of a moral not true, not beautiful). Good art isn't
Marshall’ss view
contemporary societies which aided the assessment, there is nothing for a Christian ply moral art. Good art isn't
isn ’t necessarily art
poor, as well as Christian Socialism, and to say about art in a normative sense.
that
quali
thatlI like, or that embodies particular quali“Poet of HumanHuman
earned him the title of the "Poet
art expresses truth,
In opposition to this, I suggest that ties of design. Good ·art
ity.” given by one of his many biographers. 'beauty'
ity."
‘beauty’ be defined as truth understood in whether it be ethical, epistemological, or
of his metameta aesthetic categories. That is, artistic beauty ontological, simple or complex. By this
There are certain aspects ·of
physics which Christians cannot accept, is somewhat like propositional truth, but definition, the painting may or may not
but much can be gained from his poetry.
poetry. expressed and perceived through an aesaes conform to the principles of composition,
First of all, his poetry is well-written. Frank thetic medium. The idea here is that 'right
‘right which is an empirical dispute; one may like
Gabelein wrote, "we
“we must always grant and wrong'
wrong’ extends beyond moral value, or may not like the painting, which is a
that the sovereign God is great enough to and also encompasses knowledge and be‘beauty’ can in.
in fact
be matter of taste, but its 'beauty'
allow unredeemed men [assuming that ing.
allow.
be normatively assessed, beyond its moral
Wordsworth was unredeemed] to achieve
For instance,, there may be a certain status.
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A student report from the Czech ·Republic
Republic
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By Julie Oinonen
Guest Writer
This semester, several Covenant students
have had the opportunity to participate in
the study abroad program in the Czech
Republic. The following is a report from
Republic.
Julie Oinonen on their activities and wellwell
being:
The very first day I arrived in Olomouc,
I was awe-struck. The whole town was
built in elaborate Romanesque, RenaisRenais
sance, and 19th century architecture. CaCa
thedrals tower over the city in Gothic dede
sign.
Perhaps one of my fa
vorites is St.
favorites
Wences!as'
Wenceslas’ cathedral directly adjacent to
the quarters where Mozart resided.
resided. It's
It’s
hard to explain how something can be so
beautiful and yet so horrifying at the same
time. On the outside of the cathedral, one
feels overwhelmed with the lavishly decodeco
rated interior of magnificent ceilings and
intricate stained glass. The dimly lit sancsanc
tuary is decorated in elaborate Baroque
design-gold icons, decorative paintings,
and life size stone statues, all of which are
hauntingly beautiful. The somber silence
and vast emptiness resounding throughout
the cathedral seem to express the great
sadness of its history. It was only in 1989,
people's revolt against commuduring the people’s
commu
nism, when the doors to these churches
were finally opened.
The first week I was consumed with
trav
exploring everything I could find. I traveled through the castle walls, into the bo
botanical gardens, past the monasteries, and
budthrough the museums. Even with my bud
get, money was no constraint, for II found II
could get into the best symphony, opera, or
restaurant for only a dollar or two.
Perhaps the best experience that we have
had in the Czech Republic so far is the
relationships we've
we’ve made with the people
here. Jen Magnuson, Brady King, Rob
Vaughn, and I would go to the different
clubs that the students would congregate
in. There we were able to meet dozens of
students—all searching for
other Czech students-all
truth after communism's
communism’s long oppression.

N f t V P J h p f o r p h 3 V P . T m p f Q n Tn3T1\/ C t l l H p n t C

Never before have I met so many students
so open to the gospel. We have been able to
share our faith and invite students to the
weekly Bible study that Covenant students
lead on Sunday nights.
Thus far, the two friendships that have
made the biggest impact on me are those
with my friend Lubos, a Czech student at
Palacky, and also my Muslim friend Djamil.
The first time I ever talked to Lubos, we
imagin
must have covered every subject imaginable: politics, media, eastern religions, mari-

rp n p n td tlfp

juana, and of course-the
course—the gospel. He was a
relativist whose world view contained many
ideas contradictory to Christianity. He also
was dabbling in eastern mysticism. HowHow
ever, he was very interested that I held to
the ideas of absolute truth, and faith in
Jesus Christ. He listened intently to the
Bible verses I read to him.
The Lubos I know now and the Lubos I
spoke to the first day are radically different
people. Jennifer Magnuson is probably his
closest friend, and together they have been
able to have many meaningful talks about
Christianity. At this point in time, Lubos
openly admits that he needs Jesus Christ as
his Savior, and he wants to believe in Him.
But his pride is keeping him back from

about the differences between Islam and
Christianity. I explained to him how I be
believed that Jesus Christ was the Son of God
and not just a prophet like Mohammed.
Also, I told him that I wanted to see him in
heaven someday and I believed that he
needed to accept Jesus in his heart.
One thing that Jennifer and I learned at
Christ
the Urbana mission conference over Christmas, is that the way to witness to Muslims
ofJesus through
is by showing them the love ofJesus
friendship. We have tried to do this, ·and
and
Djamil’ss last
have seen the results. On Djarnil'
evening here in Olomouc, he openly wept.
million
Although he is a wealthy, Eastern millionaire, and has the ability to go anywhere in
the world and buy anything he wants, he

repentance.
Djamil is from Morocco, North Africa.
He, and his brother and sister invited us one
evening to a local club. Over the next
couple of weeks, we developed close friendfriend
ships.
I remember one evening in particular
when we first started to become friends. I
was the only one who was able to commu•
commu
nicate with him in French. It was as if God
had opened my mouth and ears with the
ability to speak more fluently. We talked

hoc

o o n oK la
m / f r ia n r l i 't i i n f r n n
has nr\t
able to Kbuy
friendship from
not Kbeen
others. He told us before he left that he was
sad because
becau'se this was the first time in his life
ex
that he has found real friendship. Jen explained to him that we are only able to show
him so much love, because Jesus loved us
first. In May, Jen, Rob, Brady, Lubos and
I are traveling through western Europe to
Casablanca, Morocco, where we will visit
Djamil.
Classes are going quite well. They are
held in a large, ornate room with three
chandeliers.
chandeliers. Our Czech professors ar_e
are very
congenial and lectures are interesting. Dr.
Hoover and Barbara are doing an excellent
job of making us all feel at home. Joel
JessicaBuer
teach
Buer are actually teachWarren and Jessica
ing English classes to law students at
Palacky -University.
University. Joel gets invited by
his law students to hang out with them at
the pub in the evenings.
I will be traveling to the Slovak Republic
for a week in March to be teaching an
intensive English course program. Rob
Vaughn, Brady King, Nathan Sukhia, and
Andy Rowe usually travel to the mountains
on weekends to snowboard. Heather
Robinson and Heather Ferngren
Femgren just got
back from an exciting trip to Germany.
Kari Moon, Jeff Barr, Joel Warren, and Jan
Hoven
Ho ven jjust
ust went to Brno to see some castles
and also chandeliers made out of human
bones. (Yikes!) We all went to Prague
where we toured St. Vitas's
Vitas’s cathedral, the
Charles Bridge, and St. Agnes convent. In
April, we will visit Hungary, Poland, Aus
Austria, and maybe Russia.
There is a prayer request I would like to
share with all of you concerning our health.
Nearly each one of us has struggled with
one illness or another, due to our lowered
immurrity
immunity levels in this new culture. Pray
especially for Noel Kimball who has
liv
struggled with mononucleosis. She is living with the Hoovers, and thankfully is
improving each day.
There is so much more I would like to tell
you about with more time and space. If any
of you ever get the chance to do this same
study-abroad program next year—take
year-take it!
God will impact your life in many ways.

Short-ternt
Short-term ntission
mission trips: opportunities and results
By Amy Downing
Features Co-Editor
When I filled out the application for
Break-on-Impact, one of the questions was,
“How would you-answer
you answer someone who
"How
one-week visit in
questioned the value of a one-week_
country?”
another country?"
The question is valid. If participants of
aren’t intentional about
short term projects aren't
the trip, their experience can end up being
just that-a
that—a one-week experience that gives

—

them a brief spiritual high, a good tan, and
some cool, cheap souvenirs.
Yet, when approached with an attitude
of servanthood, an open mind, and a desire
to be used by God, short-term mission trips
can open up a lifetime of service.
At a recent Mission to the World comcom
mittee meeting, a pastor asked how many
career missionaries had been previously
exposed to the field through short trips.
The answer: 75%.
Realizing the strong impact such expo-

O U T --------SPEAK OUT

What qualities would you look fo
forr in a resident director?
Single-more time to devote to students
without burning out.-Jared Kylan (Sr.)
. Have lots of good stuff for us to borrow.-Jose
row .-Jose Jiminez (Jr.)
Honest and open with us, and creative.Stephanie Van Reken (So.)
Be like Krue.-John Nichols (Jr.)
Must be a Republican.-Trippy Farmer
(So.)
Be a good example for us.-Rachel
Kennedy (Fr.)
Likes to listen, a people person, approachable.-Heather Hartman (So.)
Godliness, flexibility, opennessDanielle Wilkie (Sr.)
6’4”,
Male, 6'
4", intelligent, adventuresome,

individugood communicator, appreciates indi
viduality-Laurie Nelson (Sr.)
Spiritual maturity-they need to be a
Christian long enough to have a depth
about their Christian walk and have gone
through struggles so they can relate.-Amy
Ankiewicz (Sr.)
Understanding and a rapport with colcol
lege age kids.-Tracy Rollo (So.)
He should be someone who could relate
to all different kinds of people -Christine
Harmon (So.)
Sooner fan.-John
Must be an Oklahoma Soonerfan.-John
Marino (So.)
Must be a Virginia Cavalier fan.-Tracy
Malone (So.)

sure could have on individuals, MTW (the
devel
foreign missions arm of the PCA) developed SIMA, Servants in Missions Abroad.
This program, now called Impact, serves
three purposes in the larger scheme of
missions.
First, people who are considering career
mission work can use this time as a sort of
trial period to see what missions is like, or
to acquaint themselves with a particular
country in which they are interested.
Second, short trips expose the average
church member to the mission field through
first-hand experience. The testimonies of
con
missionaries during a church mission conferencee have far more impact on someone
ferenc·
who has spent even one week in a real
mission setting. The Great Commission
takes on a deeper meaning for the person
who has seen the gospel being advanced in
a foreign country.
short
Third, the tasks accomplished by shortterm work teams free career missionaries
to devote themselves to the long-term goals
on their field.
MTW has organized three basic classes
of Impact trips. Groups can participate in
one to two week trips. Two month and two
year trips are open to individuals who are
more seriously pursuing missions or who
desire more in-depth exposure.
Last summer there were 1700 partici
partici-

pants in the one-two week trips. Twenty
young people were involved in two-month
projects, and currently, approximately 92
two-year workers are on the field.
Opportunities still available for twoAus
month workers this summer include Australia, North Carolina, France, Japan,
Mexico City, and the Tex/Mex border. The
project dates are June 6 through August 4,
and the application deadline is April 4.
A new program available this summer is
the International Ministries Internship in
London. Also a two-month trip, it is more
developmental in nature and involves a
ex
class-room component as well as field experience. The program dates are June 10
through August 12.
agree
MTW works through cooperative agreements with several other mission boards
including Mission to Unreached People,
AIM, and Black Forest Academy. Other
cooperations may be established on the
request of the individual and approval by
the board.
mission work, aside from
Short term ·mission
being profitable in and of itself, is also a
tremendous stepping stone for full time
missionary service. If you are interested in
Impact’s summer opportunities or
one of Impact's
simply want more information, contact
MTW at: Mission to the World, P.O. Box
29765, Atlanta, GA 30359
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Break on Impact: the reports from far and wide
G lA C l
CTuat:ernala
By Amy Downing
Features Co-Editor

At first glance, our trip to Guatemala was
experinot the standard short term mission experi
ence. Rather than stay at one worksite
throughout the week, we gained a wide
exposure to the many facets of mission
work in Guatemala.
We stayed with Bob and Ann Henriques,
career missionaries with CAM InternaInterna
tional. They took us through the country,
from the steak restaurants and cathedrals of
Guatemala City to the adobe huts and witch
doctor’s
cave of the mountain villages. We
doctor'scaveofthemountain
toured two seminaries, the Christian radio
mis
station (TGNA), the school for the missionary children, a Wycliffe Bible TranslaTransla
pretion center, and Casita Benjamin, a pre
school for poverty-stricken children.
We heard inside perspectives from sevsev
eral missionaries, and we spent one mornmorn
ing painting a two-room house, where a
couple and their three teen-aged children

live. We led worship in two churches and
performed puppet shows for various groups
of children.
One of the most shocking experiences
was our drive through the city dump where
many families of the preschool children
make their home. Even from the car we
could smell the stench and see the squalor
in which these people live. It was exciting
God’s
then to go to the school and see God's
transforming power at work as these chilchil
dren were fed a nutritious meal, were taught
about cleanliness and manners, and, most
love of
importantly, were impacted by the Jove
Christ.
Looking back, our time in Guatemala
comprised all the essential elements of an
for
overseas mission trip: engaging in a foreign culture, serving others physically,
worshipping with brothers and sisters of
missionaranother nationality, living with missionar
ies to gain their perspective, and sharing
the Gospel throughout the trip. We will not
soon forget the things the Lord showed us
in Guatemala.

The Guatemala group presents a puppet show to the children at Casita Benjamin.

AZ
W in dow R
ock, AZ,
Rock,
Window
By Tim Pattison
Guest Writer
After traveling for twenty-seven hours
in the Mertz volunteer van, the Arizona
Break-on-Impact team arrived at the head
headquarters of Western Indian Ministries, Inc.,
just outside of Window Rock, Arizona, on
a Navajo reservation. For the better part of
a week, the team, headed by staff leader
Don Bailey and student leaders Kathy
Schrader and Steve Davenport, trimmed
trees, laid gravel, installed doors, stuffed
envelopes, and performed other repair and
maintenance jobs around the W.I.M. facilifacili
ties.
Our fearless leader Don Bailey, or Sifu,
as he was affectionately called by members
of the team, proved to be an ideal leader.
His particular expertise and experience as
the Grounds Supervisor here at the college
com
was a big factor in our being able to complete the tasks given us.
Although contact with the Navajo people
was limited, we were nevertheless given an
pecuinteresting glimpse into the life and pecu
liar
culture of “The People,” orT'aaDine'
or T’aa Dine’e',
e’,
liarcultureof"ThePeople,"
as they refer to themselves. Tuesday night
the team prepared a spaghetti dinner for the
Navajo who attend the mission church.
Individual members of the team, through
conversations with the Navajo members of
the church, learned more about the history
of the tribe, the many false religions being
practiced on the reservation (spiritism,

Native Tribalism, and the Peyote cult were
three conspicuous examples), and became
more acutely aware of both the growing
immorality on the reservation and of the
inroads being made by Christianity through
the work of various ministries.
Earlier that week the Break-on-Impact
team was able to interact with the church
youth group and on Thursday night we
were treated to Navajo tacos at the elemen
elemenhigh
tary school on the mission. Other highlights include an afternoon trip to Canyon
De Chelly, and a Friday expedition, by
some members of the group, to the Grand
coun .
Canyon, while the others attended a council meeting, in addition to visiting the sights
of Window Rock and nearby Gallup, New
Mexico.
The Navajo Nation is the largest Indian
tribe occupying the United States today.
With a reservation covering 16 million
acres, which includes parts of Arizona,
New Mexico, and Utah, the Navajo people
are growing at a rate twice that of the U.S.
population as a whole. Strictly speaking
T’aa Dine'
Dine’e'
e’ are the fastest growing ethnic
T'
group in this country.
cor
The Navajo reservation has been correctly described as a third world country
located within the United States. Although
the Navajo youth are steadily becoming
“Americanized,” the Nation, nevertheless,
"Americanized,"
still retains its own distinctive culture and
language. TheNavajopeople,
The Navajo people, though many
Christian
have been recently converted to Christianity, are still in need of the Gospel message
and correct Bible instruction.

Dave McCallister and Karin Cirk help out in the New Song learning center.
start
the children who enter kindergarten .start
off behind because of the lack of education
in the home. The church offers a preschool
By Michelle Williams
to help prepare the children and an afterGuest Writer
three program is also available. Students
The purpose of the trip to Baltimore, come to the church after school to work on
Maryland, led by David MacCallister and computers, read in the library, or get help
Carin Kirk was to provide help for New on their homework.
Most of us in the group were able to work
com
Song Community Church in a small comlearn
munity called Sandtown, a primarily Afri- closely with the students through the learncan-American, inner-city neighborhood. ing center and the public school. It was
New Song works closely with Habitat for shocking to see how desperate they were
forpersonal
personal attention. We were also amazed
Humanity and reaches out to the children for
of the area through a learning center. Each to see how far behind the students were.
day our group members were able to pick Fourth graders who could not multiply
in without a chart were moving on to long
what area of work they wanted to be indivision.
volved in.
Commu
Those who started New Song CommuSandtown Habitat is different from other
Habitat projects in that Sandtown rebuilds nity Church saw a problem in Sandtown
row houses instead of building new ones. and took it as their responsibility to reach
involved ranged out and help the community. In doing this
wereinvolvedranged
work in which we were
The workin
from tearing down ceilings, to cleaning out they moved in and have been a living
Christ’s love. They are not point
pointthe houses, painting, installing insulation, witness of Christ's
and transporting supplies to the warehouse. ing fingers to say why the community is
It was tiring work but it was great to work lacking so much. Rather, they are helping
together and see progress that would benben community members to be reconciled with
efit a family who would otherwise not be · Christ. Watching the love shown to the
able to afford their own house. A favorite Sandtown community this past week was
“We probably the greatest impact on our group.
Sandtown motto we heard often was, "We
Break-on-Im
build- Hopefully we and the other Break-on-Imaren’t just building a house, we are build
aren't
pact teams will take our experiences and
life.”
ing a life."
The elementary school in Sandtown does use them in further reaching out to other
not offer a Head Start program, so many of communities and cultures.

Balti,nore,
B
a l t i m o r e , lvfD
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home
and on the streets, we also fed the homechildren’s Bible clubs.
clubs: It was
less and did children's
exciting to see more than 150 children at
By Silah Tuju
most of the clubs, all eager to learn the
Guest Writer
word of God.
Our host, Bill Iverson, was very inspiinspi
We set forth, excited at the opportunity
treatBill's wife is undergoing treat
to spend our Spring Break serving the rational. Bill’s
by_living among and ministering to ment for cancer, yet he found time to be
Lord by
with us, to encourage us and to direct our
the people of Miami.
As most Break on Impact teams would program. We learned from him what it
opportu
influ means to make the most of every opportuperhaps testify, our own lives were influenced just as much as those of the people nity. Whether it was during breakfast at
we encountered. Whether it was in the the Riviera or offering a glass of water
heatof
“CalleOcho,”
Ocho,"
of"Calle
high schools or on the streets, we encounencoun under the sweltering heat
tered both receptive people and those who Bill seized the opportunity to share the
outrightly showed us they had no time for love of God with one more soul.
At the end of the week, it could truly be
the Gospel. In either case, we experienced
“They went on their
an amazing empowering of the Holy Spirit spoken of us thus, "They
rejoicing-the Lord hath done great
Gos way rejoicing—the
because some of us were sharing the Gosglad.”
pel in public places for the first time. Yet, things for us, whereof we are glad."
To God be the glory, great things He
attribwe did it with boldness that is only attrib
utable to the working of God.
hath done!
Besides ministering in the high schools

l\4iarni, FL
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Biblical freedom in Christ and the student handbook
By Rick Quinn
Staff Writer
In the chapel window we have a picture
of John Gresham Machen standing with
James Oliver Buswell. In their time those
men took opposite po
positions on the specific
issue of alcohol/toalcohol/to
bacco because (in my
opinion), of the varyvary
ing degrees of consisconsis
tency in their working
out of the doctrine of sanctification.
Machen crusaded vehemently against
Prohibition and Buswell wrote in favor of
Christians not engaging in the consumpconsump
tion of alcohol or tobacco. This article is
built on the articulations that Machen dede
veloped.
"Christian
“Christian freedom is a work of grace
not to be denied, but let us remember what
Paul said about 'not
‘not turning our freedom
(liberty) into an opportunity for the flesh.'
flesh.’
The balance of Christian freedom is ChrisChris
tian responsibility
... " (Covenant College
responsibility...”
'93-'94
’93-’94 Student Handbook, pg.21). It is
this excerpt of the student handbook that
that
forms the basis for this quote, from the
same: "Students
times ...
“Students are prohibited at all times...
from the possession of alcohol and/or toto
bacco." (pg. 22, ibid.) In the following
bacco.”
article, I want to argue that if the principle
outlined in the first quote is properly unun
derstood, then the specifics in the second
are unnecessary, even contradictory.
In the first quote, the caveat clause "but
“but
let us remember”
remember" is, in my opinion, used in
such a way that the real meaning and impliimpli
cations of the first clause are significantly
undermined. Let me explain.
"Christian
... "
“Christian freedom is a work of grace
grace...”
This is a wonderful statement. However,
understood, in this
freedom can only be understoocl,

context, with a prior understanding of the
alternative to freedom, that is bondage or
slavery. It is precisely in those terms that
our unregenerate state is described (Jn.
8:34, Rom. 6:20).
The idea behind being a slave to sin is
that we are taken captive by sin and it's
it’s
desires in our unregenerate state. Our mind,
heart, and lifestyle are at enmity with God
and we experience the reality of the curse
because of it. We could not please, desire,
love, seek, or understand God in any re
redeeming way at all (Rom. 3:10-18). ThankThank
fully, those ofus
of us who have been received
into the love of God in Christ have new
lives and hence, new affections.
The very essence ofour freedom in Christ
is obedience to Him, and therefore, added
principles of obedience (see second origiorigi
nal quote) are a redefinition of and an
infringement upon that true freedom. The
Bible alone is needed for life and godliness
(I Tim. 3:16-17). Since that is the case, the
laws of conduct that impose extra-biblical
rules on the students, "in
“in the interests of the
larger college community"
community” stem either from
a redefinition of freedom or the pursuit of
unbiblical "interests."
“interests.” Since I place a high
value on the Christian integrity of those
who framed this document, I opt for the
former diagnosis, rather than the latter.
"It
“It is for freedom that Christ has set you
free, therefore keep standing firm and do
not be subject again to a yoke of slavery"
slavery”
(Gal. 5:
1). Obviously the being "subject
5:1).
“subject to
a yoke of slavery"
slavery” that Paul is talking about
is a life that is characterized by the pursuit
of sin.
sin. It is for that reason thatl
that I suggest that
when Paul says "It
“It is for freedom that
free...,”
Christ has set you free
... ," freedom is to be
obedi
understood as even a synonym for obedience. That is why there is the contrast in
“slave to sin"
sin” and a
Rom. 6 between a "slave
“slave to righteousness."
righteousness.” Because we are
"slave

no longer slaves to sin, but free in Christ, ity"
ity” that may arise.
ve our freedom. Living our freedom in
One common statement in and around
we Iilive
the context of Biblical obedience means campus from spiritually and biblically concon
the daily crucifixion of our old man with its cerned Christians: "If
“If we eliminated those
desires because we have been crucified rules about alcohol and tobacco just think
what a stinkpot of moral corruption Covwith Christ. That is biblical freedom
freedom..
Cov
With a clear picture of biblical freedom enant would become. Just look at Calvin
one can easily see that the imposition of an College. They did it. Before you know it
we'll be theological liberals."
liberals.” This fundafunda
extra-biblical rule is an infringement upon we’ll
practicalthat freedom. Since we believe that "Chris“Chris mental objection on the basis of practical
tian freedom is a work of grace not to be ity assumes that moral corruption proceeds
denied
... ," I would suggest the .abolition
denied...,”
abolition of theological corruption. I want to argue the
those rules which in fact do deny true reverse, that is, fusttheologicalcorruption,
first theological corruption,
freedom as a work of grace by the Holy then moral.
Spirit through the scriptures, prayer and
In Romans chapter one the men "whom
“whom
God gave over to impure lusts”
lusts" were first
the sacraments.
Let me further illustrate why I think that the men who "suppressed
“suppressed the truth in
the way in which these laws are imposed unrighteousness.”
unrighteousness." Further, I believe that
cause problems for a biblically informed Paul says that "sin
“sin takes opportunity through
spirituality. The second phrase in the first the commandment"
commandment” (Rom. 7:8). That is,
quote,
"The balance of Christian freedom is even though the extra-biblical rules are
quote,“The
Christian responsibility...”
responsibility ... " betrays, by imim imposed to maintain order and the outward
plication, a Reformed understanding of appearance of cleanliness, they actually,
ving in us, give oppor
sanctification, because the word "balance"
“balance” because of the sin Ii
living
opporseems to put freedom and responsibility at tunity for sin that would otherwise not be as
odds. To put this in other terms, it creates a encouraged.
For the sake of argument, I will concede
tension between law and grace. For our
dear Lutheran brothers and sisters this is the point that not having the rules may
good hermeneutics but at this confessionally result in more immorality. It still does not
Reformed college we want to argue, (with matter for we are not Pragmatists. SanctifiSanctifi
James and Paul) that there exists no tension cation is a work of grace not of human
of that sort in the life of the believer.
unbiblical craftiness.
Let it be understood that I have no vested ·Paul says, "But
“But we know that the law is
good if one uses it lawfully."
:8). interest in the particular issues at stake, for
lawfully.” (I Tim. l1:8).
As well as James calling the law of Moses I care little for indulging in alcohol and less
"“...the
... the perfect law, the law of liberty "” for tobacco. The point simply is that the
(Jas.1
:25) Paul again pronounces judge
judge- rules in question say a few things that, in
(Jas.l:25)
ment on "those
“those who do not obey the gospel my opinion (wet behind the intellectual
of our Lord Jesus Christ"
ears as I may be), ought not to be said.
Christ” (I Thess.1:8).
Thess. 1:8).
In the valuable tradition of J. Gresham
I think the case is clear that the implicaimplica
tions of the statements above from the Machen, let us as an institution throw off
Student Handbook are in theological dissi- ' the chains of legalism. In the humility of
“the obedience of faith."
faith.”
dence with the God of the Bible. There are, Christ let us pursue "the
however, a few objections from "practical“practical Semper Reformanda!

God
God speaks through mediated sources, not direct revelation
By Karissa Case
Staff Writer
iss not uncommon around campus to
It i_
hear things like "God
“God told me that I need to
schools” or "I
“I believe that God is
transfer schools"
telling me that I should
marry Harry."
Harry.” WhatWhat
ever the case, many
di
people are hearing direct revelation from
bother
God. This is bothersome to me for a few
reasons. First, I am not getting any direct
any
· revelation from God. (Does this mean anything about my salvation?) Most imporimpor
tantly, it epitomizes my struggle with the
concept of a personal relationship with
God. What does this mean?
Personal relationships in the human realm
are based on healthy doses of give-andtake communication. Does God communicommuni
cate with us the same way? Does He speak
to us? I do not want to make the claim that
God cannot or will not ever speak to us
verbally, for that would deny God the power
to do as he pleases. I do, however, want to
claim that as a general rule, God does not
speak to us, nor does He give us tangible
messages, such as writing on the wall.
I have talked with pastors and teachers
about this subject and have found three
general principles, although I still have
questions.
Principle Number One: God speaks to us
Mont
through His Word, the Bible. James M~ntgomery Boice says that, "“...the
... the Bible is not
remote, impersonal information which
dropped in from outer space. The living
God continues to speak to His people
devo
through it. So we approach the Bible devo-

tionally as though it were a holy place church at a certain time only? Is the pas
paswhere we meet and have fellowship with sage in II Timothy dealing with woman in
God.” In desiring God's
God’s will, the Bible is worship written for a certain time, or should
God."
the first place we should turn. The Berean we follow the same rules?
Christians in Acts 17 were admonished to
Principle Number Two: If we engage in
test all that Paul said with it.
prayer for wisdoIJ!.
wisdom concerning choices that
param we are to make, I believe that God will
The Scriptures contain general paramGod’s moral will, but bring in circumstances to guide us. When I
eters of direction, i.e. God's
it does not contain specifics. For example, was a senior in high school, I had to make
beyond telling us that Christians should a decision concerning the college I was to
marry other Christians, there are not very attend. I had limited my options to two:
choos Covenant and Washington & Lee. I had
many guidelines to work from when choosing a lifemate. Like a Pharisee, I find this decided to attend Washington & Lee, and
out I had received the Maclellan
rather frustrating. On some issues, I would then I found outl
like a few more guidelines, or at least a · Scholarship. That circumstance made the
Financially,,II had to attend
verse or two which tells me, Karissa Case, decision for me. Financially
con
Covenant, and I am now completely conexactly who I am supposed to marry.
Another problem that I have is a vinced that this is where I should be.
hu
hermeneutical question. In a personal, huGod desires His will to be known, and
man relationship, I write letters directly to He has given us means to understand Him.
Him.
my friends and they write letters addressed He has given us the ability to reason and
rriy
to me. However, the Bible does not contain think clearly. I think this is the main way in
tome.
a letter written directly to me. You may which we determine what God's
God’s will is,
respond "the
“the epistles and the gospels of the whatever that may mean. We often ask
Bible are written to you, even though they questions with only one answer desired,
you,” but I have quesques but in fact there can be more than one
are not addressed to you,"
tions concerning what was meant for the answer, and it is up to us to figure out the
apostles alone, and what is meant for me. most logical decision using the circumcircum
For example, in Matthew 16 Jesus gives stances and the common sense with which
the keys to the kingdom to the apostles. Is God has endowed us.
this only for the apostles, or does it have
Absolute direction in the Bible is only
significance for the church today? Also, given in supernatural situations; we should
the account in Acts of Paul and Barnabas not expect to receive His will so clearly.
being given a direct assignment by God. Is Instead, we are commanded to be transtrans
this descriptive, or normative? Should I formed through the renewing of our mind.
expect God to tell me directly the vocation Using our minds to make logical decisions
that I am to enter? I want to believe that the is the way to determining the correct decideci
absolute direction that God gave was in a sion, not sitting in room waiting for a
supernatural situation and should not be postcard or direct revelation from God.
accepted as a general principle. How much
ap
Of course, the problem with this apof the epistles are directed to a certain proach is in trying to figure out which

rational thoughts are godly, and which are
If I want something, I can rationalrational
sinful. Ifl
ize getting it. But how do I know whether
think
or not that rationalization is correct thinking, if there is not a clear Biblical mandate
for or against it? Once again, concerning
marriage: If I want to marry Harry, and it
seems logical, how do I know that I am not
giving in to my desires and just convincing
myself that it is a good decision?
Principle Number Three: God commucommu
nicates with us is through other people. In
think
times of meditation, I notice my mind thinking certain things that lead me to make
decisions. But once again, I wonder how
much of this is my own warped thinking.
This is where other people enter into the
picture. God will raise up trusted friends
and relatives to which we can turn and
bounce our ideas off of. We should run our
thinking by our friends and ask them to
analyze the situation and help us determine
if we have made the right decision and if
our thinking seems in line with God's
God’s will.
Over time we learn to trust certain people
wis
and they can become a real source of wisdom and advice for us as we seek to follow
God.
I would like to think that God speaks to
me, not through verbal, direct revelation
but through mediated sources such as the
Bible, circumstances, and other people.
how
This leaves one looming question, however. How personal is this relationship with
God if all the communication is coming
second hand? Every relationship I am in
contains personal verbal communication.
human
This is where I decide that, in my humanness, I cannot comprehend the ways the
Lord maintains a personal relationship with
humans. But He does all the same.
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The NCAA basketball tournament: let the madness begin
By Tracy Malone
Sports Editor
Around this time ofyear, a lot of America
is getting excited about spring. Instead of
the cold, harsh days of winter, when it is
necessary to stay inin
side, people can go
outside, soak in the
sun, or do some other
Howoutside activity. How
ever, all the college
hoops fans in America
know that when the month of March comes
around it is time for March Madness.
Some (not many, however) might ask
"Just what is March Madness?”
Madness?" Others just
’’Just
wish it would go away. For me, never!
March Madness is the popular slogan
used for the NCAA basketball tournament
"big dance").
(also known as the “big
dance”). When I
started to tell someone recently that March
Madness was upon us and began explainexplain
ing them the brackets in the tournament,
she instantly
instan_tly thought I was talking about
the tax season. Whoa, then I knew that I had
some explaining to do. Why is it so great?
Because the unexpected is expected. Crazy
things happen in March and that is why I
love it so.
Heroes are made and destroyed in the
month of March every year. The moments
are right near unforgettable.
The Madness took a while to actually
procatch on this year, as the first round pro
duced only a few upsets, even fewer close
games and absolutely no buzzer beating
shots. Although it was still fun to watch,
the usual "courtroom
“courtroom drama”
drama" had not yet
begun.
As of Sunday, March 20, around 4:00

force . In being drafted by defending NBA cham
p.m., the Madness began in full force.
cham- in the tournament.
one hour the craziness of March became pion Boston Celtics, died of a cocaine
The point is clear. In a month filled with
apparent again. First of all, one of last overdose. This not only effected the bas
bas- leprechauns and four-leaf ciovers, this tour
touryear's Final Four teams was beaten. Ken
Ken- ketball program negatively, but the whole nament has taken a turn from normalcy to
year’s
tucky, which earlier in the season was campus. Quickly, the Maryland team be
be- all out Madness.
.
ranked number one, fell to Marquette.
Some might say that all the upsets will
came a perennial doormat in the mighty
The Warriors of Marquette are a team ACC.
unproduce an inferior champion.
champion. This is un
that just five years ago had only 'one
‘one bas
basNow Maryland has climbed back into true because the champion team has to win
ketball in the whole program.’
program.' Marquette · the tournament, and it slipped right into the six straight games to win the championchampion
is a trend this year in the tournament. The Cinderella slipper when it upset MassaMassa ship. If not, see you next year. N. C. State
trend is one of mighty traditions being chusetts.
Kansas (1988)
(1983), Villanova(1985) and Kansas(1988)
resurrected once again.
Speaking of the ACC, the defending are all teams that had average regular sea
seaMaryland is another example of this re- national champions also fell in the same sons, but put it together in March and won
tum-from-the-ashes formula. In the mid- hour in which Kentucky was defeated. The the title. Teams like this are what make the
turn-from-the-ashes
80'
80’ss the Maryland team was a permanent UNC T
Tar
ar Heels at the beginning of the year whole thing exciting, compelling and stir,
stir
fixture, led by soon-to-be NBA All-Star were a dominating team that
thatlookedasifno
looked as if no · ring. Teams like this are what started the
Len Bias. Lefty Dreisell, the coach at the one could beat them. Yet again, a proud phrase "March
Madness." Teams like this
“March Madness.”
time, was quickly becoming a legend. All tradition was restoring itself as Boston is why the month of March is, simply put,
of this changed when Bias, only a day after College produced the largest upset thus far magic.

The Road to the Final Four
By Tracy Malone and John Marino
Once again John and I are back to show our swami-like ability in forecasting !he
the NCAA
tournament. In this case we took all the teams that made the Sweet 16 and picked from there.
John's picks are on top and mine underneath.
The picks are set and they are indisputable. John’s
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Lady Scots season finishes with a district final appearance
The second half was a different story
for the Lady Scots. They improved their
shooting (from a 31%
31 % clip in the first half)
Often times, in athletic competition, the to a respectable 41%.
41 %.
team who perseveres over questionable
When they missed shots, they found
officiating and below-average shooting position underneath, collected the rebounds,
percentages, emerges the victor. The Lady and took high percentage second shots for
Scots did exactly this in their distinctive _ easy putbacks. With about 10 minutes rere
semifinal match-up with the Central maining the Scots pulled away and built a
Wesleyan Lady Warriors and advanced to seemingly insurmountable IO-point
10-point lead.
the NCCAA District Two final against the They held this lead until the Warriors set up
top-ranked Lee Flames.
a late game press.
The first half was a low scoring one as
This defensive pressure seemed to momo
both teams struggled from the field. It mentarily knock the Scots out of sync as
seemed neither could relax or find an ofof the opposition ran off five straight points
fensive flow. Defensively, though, the half pulling to within 57-52. The Lady Scots,
was spectacular as both squads forced nu
nu- desperately in need of a game-clinching
merous turnovers and chalked up countless bucket, looked to Susan Milam, who delivdeliv
steals.
ered with a short jumper, putting the game
The lead flip-flopped as the Scots and out of reach and closing out the scoring.
Warriors both took turns possessing a slight
The Lady Scots ran out the clock and
advantage. At half-time the Scots found celebrated a hard fought 59-52 victory.
themselves down by two, 28-26.
As mentioned earlier, the Scots did not

By David Harkins
Staff Writer

'

.

receive much help from the officials who
awarded them only eight free throws for
the entire game. (All of these were taken by

.cd

Krista Kiehl is engulfed in Flames.
Angela Krieg; she nailed seven of them.)
Many of the Scots personal shooting totals
were lowered because of this factor.
The Scots did well to overcome a con
con-

siderably taller team who had several girls
5' 10" and over. Heads up defense
listed at 5’
4 7-41 once again
and a rebounding edge of 47-41
reinforced the Scots blocking-out ability,
proving that a smaller team can defeat a
taller one with smart play.
Milam led the way with 16 points, six
boards and three steals on an 8 for 16
shooting day from the field. Kreig recorded
a double-double (15 points, 10 boards,
three blocks and three steals) as did Ramah
Andrews (10 points, 10 rebounds, three
steals, four assists) who played despite a
mild case of the flu.
Maggie Farley grabbed 7 rebounds, hit
six points, and had three thefts. In a solid
effort Melissa Ferman hit three of four
shots, finishing with six. Janette Tucker
pulled in three boards, had three steals, and
dished out three assists.
In the championship game the Lady
Scots were defeated by the Lee Flames to
end their NCCAA season.

Both Brooks, Slllialek
Smialek grab 'Coach
‘Coach of the.Year'
the Year’ honors
By Tracy Malone
Sports Editor

Head coach of
o f the women's
women’s basketball team and recent honoree, Tami Smialek.

The NCCAA District 24 announced that
basketnot one, but both Covenant college basket
ball coaches were to be the recipients of the
"Coach of the Year”
“Coach
Year" awards.
CoachK~n
Brooks' honor was undoubt
Coach
Ken Brooks’
undoubtedly the result of his taking a once dismal
basketball tradition and turning it into the
first play-off team in Covenant history. He
and assistant Tony Duckworth have used
their recruiting skills and basketball exper
expertise to take the program to a new level.
On the women’s
women's side, Tami Smialek
took a team that lost four seniors and a team
that had constant injuries to within one win
of yet another NCCAA basketball tourna
tournament bid. Congratulations to both teams
and coaches.

rn

Jn only his second year as head coach,
In
Brooks strikes gold in receiving honor.

Cruise
Ship
Jobs!
IP volunteer staff needed for the Summer of 1994
To witness on the boardwalk and beach.

Students Needed!

To participate in the nightly programs
through singing, testimony & skits.

Earn $2,000+ monthly.
Summer/Holidays/Full-Summer/Holidays/Full
time. World travel,
Caribbean, Hawaii,
Europe, Mexico. Tour
guides, gift shop sales,
deck hands, casino
workers, etc. No
experience necessary. Call
(602) 680-4647, ext. C147.

To pass out tracts.
jr h e Chapel provides scholarships for room and board to many nf those who rnine.
(many Wildwood merchants appreciate honest and hardworking employees).
For more information or an application please write ©r call collect...
ion W. Stevenson, Director / Phone 609 522-5616
4312 Boardwalk, Box 602
Wildwood, New Jersey 08260
Sponsored by the O rthodox Presbyterian Churches o f N ew Jersey.

@venant@lle
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